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We present new models for two low–mass X-ray binaries (LMXB),

4U 1822-371 and V1408 Aql (= 4U 1957+115). The eclipsing LMXB 4U 1822-

371 is the prototypical accretion disk corona (ADC) system. We have obtained

new time–resolved UV spectroscopy of 4U 1822-371 with the Advanced Cam-

era for Surveys/Solar Blind Channel on the Hubble Space Telescope and new

V− and J− band photometry with the 1.3–m SMARTS telescope at Cerro

Tololo Inter-American Observatory. We use the new data to construct the

UV/optical spectral energy distribution of 4U 1822-371 and its orbital light

curve in the UV, V , and J bands. We derive an improved ephemeris for the

optical eclipses and confirm that the orbital period is changing rapidly, indi-

cating extremely high rates of mass flow in the system; and we show that the

accretion disk in the system has a strong wind with projected radial velocities
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up to 4400 km s−1. We show that the disk has a vertically extended, optically

thick component at optical wavelengths. This component extends almost to

the edge of the disk and has a height equal to ∼0.5 of the disk radius. As

it has a low brightness temperature, we identify it as the optically thick base

of the disk wind, not as the optical counterpart of the ADC. Like previous

models of 4U 1822-371, ours needs a tall obscuring wall near the edge of the

accretion disk, but we interpret the wall as a layer of cooler material at the

base of the disk wind, not as a tall, luminous disk rim.

V1408 Aql is a black hole candidate. We have obtained new optical

photometry of this system in 2008 and 2009 with the Argos photometer on

the 2.1–m Otto Struve telescope and optical spectra with the low resolution

spectrometer on the Hobby Eberly telescope. From the data we derive an

improved optical orbital ephemeris and a new geometric model for the system.

The model uses only a simple thin disk without the need for a warped disk or a

large disk rim. The orbital variation is produced by the changing aspect of the

irradiated secondary star with orbital phase. The new model leaves the orbital

inclination unconstrained and allows for inclinations as low as 20 degrees.

The spectra is largely featureless continuum with He II and occasionally H�

emission lines, and an absorption line from Na D. The lines are highly variable

in strength and wavelength, but the variations do not correlate with orbital

phase.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) is a compact object (black hole (BH)

or neutron star (NS)) in orbit usually with a main sequence or slightly evolved

main sequence star, although a few secondary stars are white dwarfs (e.g. 4U

1820-30, Stella et al., 1987) (Figure 1.1). The mass of the companion star

ranges from a few solar masses to a few tenths of a solar mass and typically

has a dwarf K spectral type. The rotation of the companion is expected to be

tidally locked to the compact object.

This dissertation focuses on two LMXBs as laboratories for the study of

hot accretion flows in accretion disks. Here, we explore alternate plausible and,

perhaps, more physically realistic models than previously published models.

The first system is 4U 1822-371. It contains a pulsar with a pulse period of

0.593 s (Jonker & van der Klis, 2001) and is the prototypical accretion disk

corona (ADC) source (White & Holt, 1982). The system is eclipsing, but with

only a partial eclipse that is very broad and shallow, meaning a large vertical

disk structure is being eclipsed. In prior models a tall disk edge, with a height

up to 28% of the disk radius, was used to explain the observed eclipse shape

(Hellier & Mason, 1989). This structure is only an observational construction
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Figure 1.1 Typical image of an LMXB. The disk wind varies in size and optical
depth from system to system. Also, not all systems contain jets. The two
systems presented in this dissertation do not have jets. Image credited to R.
Hynes.
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and raises questions on how would it be supported against gravity. In our new

model presented in Chapter 2 the vertical structure is now from an optically

thick disk wind and since it is an outflow, it does not need any pressure support.

V1408 Aql is a BH candidate system and a recent model also has the

observed orbital modulation produced by a large variable height disk edge

with a high orbital inclination (Hakala et al., 1999). Here, the claim is that

there is a partial eclipse of the disk by the secondary star, which also implies

an edge–on inclination (∼ 75∘). Our new photometry shows a simple sinu-

soidal light curve with no indication of a partial eclipse. Our alternate model

presented in Chapter 3 has the modulation from the irradiated face of the

secondary star going into and out of view. This is a simpler model than the

Hakala et al. (1999) model, but it does not place a constraint on the orbital

inclination. Chapter 4 has additional light curves, which gives an updated

orbital ephemeris, and time series spectrograms in an attempt to measure a

radial velocity curve for V1408 Aql.

The first and brightest LMXB discovered was Sco X-1 by Giacconi

et al. (1962). Gursky et al. (1966) determined that the angular size of the X-

ray emission indicated that the source was point–like and Sandage et al. (1966)

discovered the companion star in the optical. However, the discovery of large

numbers of LMXB did not occur until the 1970s with the launch of the Uhuru

satellite. Today, there are approximately 150 galactic LMXBs known, most

in the galactic plane and most towards the galactic center. Approximately

10% of LMXBs are found in globular clusters and a few are isolated halo stars
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(Lewin, W. H. G., van Paradijs, J., & van den Heuvel, E. P. J. , 1997). The

typical orbital periods for LMXBs are hours to a few days but the periods

can be as short as a few minutes (e.g 4U 1820-30 at Porb = 11 minutes, Stella

et al., 1987) or up to about a month (e.g GRS 1915+105 at Porb = 30.8 days,

Neil et al., 2007). The orbital separations range from ∼ 0.2 R⊙ to ∼ 0.5 AU.

The Roche Lobe in a binary star is the effective boundary of the star’s

gravitational potential well (Figure 1.2). Thus, when gas from the star extends

beyond the star’s Roche Lobe, it is no longer gravitationally bound to the star.

In all LMXBs the secondary star fills its Roche Lobe and is transferring mass

to the compact object through the first Lagrange point (L1), the point on the

Roche Lobe nearest the compact object (Eggleton, 1983).

The gas retains angular momentum from the companion star’s orbit

and generally forms an accretion disk around the compact object. Before the

gas can be accreted onto the compact object the angular momentum must

be removed. There are several theories on how the angular momentum can

be transported. The classic model for an accretion disk is the �–model disk

proposed by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). Here viscosity adds a torque to the

disk but without any specification as to the nature of the viscosity. Instead

we parameterize the viscosity as � = �csℎ, where cs is the sound speed in the

disk and ℎ is the disk height, with � ≈ 0.01− 0.1.

The original theory had a viscosity and viscous torque due to turbulence

in the disk. Assuming the size of a turbulent eddy is not greater than the height

of the disk and that the turbulent velocity is sub-sonic (Frank et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.2 Lines of equipotentials in a binary system. Mathematica generated
image created by Jeff Bryant (jeffb@wolfram.com).
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Recently, this has been shown to have problems as these accretion disks are

generally stable and would not give rise to dynamical turbulence (Hawley,

2004).

The magnetorotational instability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley, 1991) makes

use of a magnetic field threaded through the disk. In the simplest case the

magnetic field is internal to the disk or is threaded through the disk plane and

is coupled to fluid elements in the disk. These field lines twist and follow the

Keplerian rotation of the disk, turning the perpendicular field into a toroidal

field. A higher velocity element in a lower orbit is impeded by a lower veloc-

ity element in a higher orbit, while the element in the higher orbit is pulled

forward by the element in the lower orbit. This results in the outward flow of

angular momentum with the element in the lower orbit falling deeper into the

compact object potential well.

A classic disk model has a thin, axially symmetric accretion disk, the

accretion rate is sub-Eddington, the viscosity is described by the �−model

prescription, and there is no time dependence. However, there are an increas-

ing number of systems where this classic disk model does not apply. In high

accretion rate systems there can be extended vertical structures such as an

ADC (Miller & Stone, 2000; Johansen & Levin, 2008) and/or disk wind (See

Chapter 2). Other disks are non-axisymmetric being elliptical and precess-

ing (e.g UW Cor Bor, Mason et al., 2008). Most are not time-independent,

showing variability at timescales from milliseconds to decades.

An optically–thick �−model disk in a LMXB has temperatures increas-
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ing inward from a few thousand Kelvin at the outer edge of the disk up to 107

K at its inner edge. Harder X-rays can be produced through inverse Compton

scattering, usually in an ADC. X-rays from the center of the disk can heat low

density gas near the surface of the disk through Compton scattering causing

the disk to expand vertically, forming the ADC. The hot inner disk produces

copious X-rays that irradiate the disk and thinner face of the companion star.

The irradiated face of the star also produces florescent emission lines, the

Bowen lines, in optical spectra. These are from O III at 3133 Å and 3444 Å,

N III blends at 4097–4103 Å and 4634–4642 Å, and C III blends at 4647–4650

Å (Bowen, 1934, 1935; McClintock et al., 1975; Schachter et al., 1989; Hynes

et al., 2003; Casares et al., 2004). A theoretical non-irradiated steady–state

disk has the heating fall off as r−3 giving a temperature gradient of T ∝ r−3/4.

The temperature gradient in a theoretical irradiated disk has T ∝ r−3/7 to

r−1/2 as the heating falls off as ≈ r−2 (Frank et al., 2002). The continuum of

the disk is blue in optical bandpasses with an average B − V = −0.09± 0.14

and U − B = −0.97 ± 0.17 (Lewin, W. H. G., van Paradijs, J., & van den

Heuvel, E. P. J. , 1997).

The ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity of LMXBs (LX/Lopt) is typ-

ically a few hundred. However, in ADC sources LX/Lopt ∼ 20 because the

X-rays are scattered out of the line of sight by the ADC. The ADC is fainter

than the inner disk, thus in a face–on system it is not visible. Only in an

edge–on system where the inner disk is obscured by the outer disk can the

ADC be seen. This low ratio is one of the keys to identifying ADC sources
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(White et al., 1981).

In many LMXBs a disk ‘rim’ is used to model variations in the light

curve that are not explained by other means (e.g. eclipses, flickering, etc.).

This rim is only seen observationally and does not have a theoretical basis.

It is believed that the rim would be pressure supported from interacting with

the tidal stream from the companion star causing either a large outer disk

temperature (Hellier & Mason, 1989) or supersonic turbulence (White & Holt,

1982). The problem with this is that the rim height often needed to match

observations is very large. For example, in the case of 4U 1822-371 observations

seem to require a rim height up to 29% of the disk radius (Hellier & Mason,

1989).

A more physically realistic model is presented in Bayless et al. (2010a)

and Chapter 2. Instead of a disk rim, the observed structure is a cool base to a

disk wind. These disk winds are launched by UV radiation pressure similar to

that found in OB stars. In some face–on LMXBs and cataclysmic variables, the

signature of this type of wind is a P Cygni profile in C IV at 1550 Å and N V

at 1240 Å (Proga & Kallman, 2002). In an edge–on system, the blueshifted

absorption feature of the P Cygni profile is not visible, leaving only the strange

emission line. In the case of 4U 1822-371, these lines are very strong because

there is sufficient shielding from X-rays to prevent photodissociation of the UV

absorbing ions (White & Holt, 1982; Proga & Kallman, 2002). The shielding

is by either the optically thick ADC or a self–shielding optically thick wind.

There are other systems where a large disk rim is invoked without
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evidence of a disk wind. In V1408 Aql Hakala et al. (1999) use a large variable

height bright rim to explain both the orbital modulation in the light curve and

the color variations, with the system being bluer when fainter. However, the

disk rim needed is, again, unphysically large. An alternative model is presented

in Bayless et al. (2010b) and Chapter 3. Here, the observed modulation and

color change is not from a disk rim, but the bright irradiated face of the

secondary star going into and out of view. The system will still be bluer when

fainter if the irradiated face of the star is still cooler than the characteristic

disk temperature, with the effect of adding red light.

If the LMXB contains a NS with a strong magnetic field, the magnetic

force can dominate the gas dynamics at distances less than a few hundred NS

radii from the NS and disrupt the inner disk (Pringle & Rees, 1972; Davidson

& Ostriker, 1973; Lamb et al., 1973). The gas in the disk will no longer follow

Keplerian rotation but follow the magnetic field lines to the magnetic pole

of the NS. The accretion onto the magnetic poles of the NS produces X-ray

emission and these systems generally contain an X-ray pulsar.

A lone NS, such as in a supernova remnant, will naturally spin–down

as it ages (e.g. The rate of change of the spin frequency in the Crab pulsar is

�̇ ≈ −3.7 × 10−10 Hz s−1, Abbott, 2008), but in an LMXB the neutron star

can either spin–up or spin–down. The inner radius of the disk can increase

or decrease as the mass flow through the disk decrease or increases. The

NS will spin–up when the Keplerian velocity of the inner disk is faster than

the rotational velocity of the NS. If the inner disk radius expands, the disk

9



Keplerian velocity slows down. The spin of the NS also slows down ending

when the magnetosphere is co–rotating with the inner edge of the accretion

disk. The NS spin rate can easily be changed because the NS has a low moment

of inertia, I ∝ MR2, with a NS having R ∼ 15 km. The rate of spin–up or

spin–down is determined by the NS magnetosphere radius given by

rm = 3× 108�
4/7
30 M

1/7
NSR

−2/7
6 L

−2/7
37 cm, (1.0.1)

where � is the magnetic moment of the NS in 1030 G cm, MNS is the mass of

the NS in solar masses, R6 is the radius of the NS in 106 cm, and L37 is the

X-ray luminosity in 1037 erg s−1 (Lewin, W. H. G., van Paradijs, J., & van den

Heuvel, E. P. J. , 1997). L is proportional to the accretion rate, which in turn

is proportional to the ram pressure in the disk. The mass transfer rates in the

LMXBs often fluctuate on short timescales and, thus, spin–up and spin–down

states often alternate. There can also be long term trends in which there is

a net spin up or down. Long–term spin up is thought to be the origin of the

millisecond pulsars (Pringle & Rees, 1972; Davidson & Ostriker, 1973; Lamb

et al., 1973).

The appearance of the orbital light curve of a LMXB depends on the

orbital inclination of the system and, therefore, the orbital light curve can

be modeled to constrain the orbital inclination. At the highest inclinations

the companion star eclipses the disk and disk structures as in 4U 1822-371

(Charles et al., 1980). If the system is eclipsing, the inclination is generally

greater than 75∘. The eclipse width determines the radius of the disk while
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the depth of the eclipse gives information about vertical structures in the disk.

In a “dipping source”, the structures within the disk block the bright inner

disk. Here, the inclination is approximately 70∘ − 75∘ and the drop in flux

during the dip is ∼ 0.5 mag. At inclinations less than 70∘ the modulation is

mostly sinusoidal with no eclipses or dips and the variation is largely from the

irradiated secondary star. The observed amplitude of the sinusoidal variations

is typically 0.2− 0.3 mag (Seward & Charles, 1995). Often LMXBs will have

non-periodic changes in the light curve from disk flickering. Flickering occurs

on timescales of a few seconds to hours and is caused by random changes in

the disk which are not well understood.

Unless the compact object exhibits some identifying characteristic (e.g.

it is a pulsar or a type I burster), it can be difficult to decide whether it is a

NS or BH. In some cases an estimate of the compact object mass is sufficient

to determine the nature of the compact object. The majority of neutron stars

have masses near ≈ 1.4 M⊙ with none observed above 2 M⊙ (Thorsett &

Chakrabarty, 1999; Nice et al., 2008). The theoretical upper limit to the mass

of the NS is ≈ 2− 5 M⊙, depending on the equation of state (see Akmal et al.

1998; Fryer 1999; Douchin & Haensel 2001; Bejger et al. 2005). A compact

object with an observed mass > 6 M⊙ is assumed to be a BH. Determining

the exact mass of the compact object is difficult. However, from the radial

velocity curve of the secondary star one can define a mass function

f(MX) =
m3

2 sin
3 i

(MX +m2)2
=

PK3
2

2�G
, (1.0.2)
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where f(MX) is the mass function for the compact object, m2 is the mass of

the companion star, P is the orbital period, and K2 is the amplitude of the

radial velocity curve of the companion star (Hilditch, 2001). The right hand

side of Equation 1.0.2 can be calculated from observable quantities. The mass

function gives a lower limit to the mass of the compact object, which may

be enough to identify it as a BH. Even these observations can be difficult.

When spectral lines are observed from the companion star, they are often

Bowen florescent emission lines from the irradiated face of the star. Since

these lines are on the surface of the star, the Doppler shift must be corrected

to the center of mass of the star, known as the “K–correction” (Wade & Horne,

1988; Casares et al., 2004; Muñoz-Darias et al., 2005).

When the compact object is a pulsar, the timing of the pulses can be

used to measure the orbit. The pulse arrival times give the projected semi–

major axis of the pulsar’s orbit, aX sin(i). The mass function becomes

f(m2) =
M3

X sin3 i

(MX +m2)2
=

4�2

GP 2
(aX sin i)3 (1.0.3)

or

f(m2) =
q3 sin3 i

(1 + q)2
(1.0.4)

where f(m2) is the minimum mass of the companion star and q = m2/MX .

The minimum mass of the companion star itself may or may not be interesting,

but the mass function does place a constraint on q and i. This is useful in the

case of 4U 1822-371, which contains a pulsar and is eclipsing, allowing for an

accurate determination of q. Knowing the mass ratio in the case of a pulsar or
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type I burster gives an approximate m2 and an approximate absolute physical

scale for distances in the binary, not just relative sizes.

One of the instruments used for this dissertation was the the high-speed

photometer Argos on the Otto Struve 2.1–meter telescope at McDonald obser-

vatory (Nather & Mukadam, 2004). Argos can perform time series photometry

sensitive enough to observe objects as faint as ∼ 20 mag with exposure times

as short as 1 second or as long as 30 seconds. Argos has an advantage over

other high–speed photometers in that it is a CCD not a PMT, allowing for

higher sensitivity to observe fainter objects and a higher signal–to–noise. This

is useful for observing LMXBs because we can observe structures in the accre-

tion disk that were not observed before, including the amount of flickering and

the detailed structure of any variable height disk rims. Argos is also useful

in the study of systems with short eclipse ingress and egress durations. An

example is FL Cet where the eclipse ingress and egress is only ∼ 6 seconds

long (Szkody et al., 2002).

The time resolved UV spectroscopy in this dissertation was obtained

with the Hubble Space Telescope’s Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). The

ACS has a sensitive UV detector in the Solar Blind Channel (SBC) (Pavlovsky,

C., et al., 2006). The SBC has a 1024× 1024 CCD that is sensitive between

1150–1800 Å. It has a variety of filters, but importantly for this work, it has

two objective prisms, the P–110L and P–130L. The work described in Chapter

2 made use of the P–130L, which produces a spectrum ranging from 1230–1900

Å centered on the C IV doublet at 1550 Å. The spectra have a low resolution,
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R ∼ 100, but in compensation the sensitivity of the detector achieves a S/N

between 30–45 with an exposure time of only 45 seconds. This high speed

spectroscopy allows a detailed analysis of spectroscopic changes with orbital

phase, including any changes in emission line strength and changes in the slope

of the continuum.

To analyze the light curves we used a light curve synthesis program.

This program, called XRbinary1, produces a model of the binary system for

a given set of parameters and calculates a model light curve (Bitner et al.,

2007; Bayless et al., 2010a). The model light curves can be calculated for any

Johnson/Cousin bandpass or for a user–specified square bandpass. The basic

model requires as input the orbital period, mass ratio, and orbital inclination.

The disk geometry is specified by its radius, the height of the disk as a function

of disk radius, and the height of the disk rim as a function of disk azimuth.

The disk can also have a torus centered on the compact object and is specified

by the radial distance from the compact object, the height, and the thickness

of the torus. The parameters to specify the flux in the model are an inner

disk X-ray luminosity, the X-ray luminosity of the NS (if present), the X-ray

luminosity of the ADC, a power–law disk temperature as a function of disk

radius, and the temperature at the outer edge of the disk. The resultant flux

from the system is then calculated based on these values and the reprocessing

of the X-ray flux into optical flux by the disk and the companion star. The

1A full description of the program is available at
http://pisces.as.utexas.edu/robinson/XRbinary.pdf.
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resultant flux is calculated by using ray tracing within the binary and along

the line of sight for the specified inclination.

The model light curve is compared with the observed light curve using

�2 fitting. Each observational data point and error is compared to the model

data point at the same orbital phase using the formula

�2 =
∑ (yi − y(ti))

2

�2
i

, (1.0.5)

where yi are the model values, y(ti) are the observations at times t, and �i are

the errors on the observations. The best model fit to the light curve is that

in which �2 is minimized. The reduced �2 is �2
� = �2/�, where � equals the

number of degrees of freedom, in this case the number of data points minus the

number of free parameters in the model. Ideally, �2
� = 1 for an excellent fit.

In LMXBs determining the error in the data is not always straight forward.

There are systematic errors, mostly from the flickering in the light curve that

are usually far larger than the photon noise, up to 5% compared to 0.5%

with ACS/SBC or 1-2% with Argos. Also, the �2 test alone is not adequate to

determine if the model is the correct analog for the observed system. There are

different families of models that should be examined to check the robustness

and uniqueness of a model fit.

These various model families are evident in the use of a large variable

height disk rim to explain observed orbital modulations, even though the size

of these rims are often unphysically large for any reasonable pressure support.

Presented in this dissertation are two alternate models to the large disk rim
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model. In the case of 4U 1822-371, the disk wind is geometrically similar to

a large disk rim, but has the advantage of not needing a pressure support

against gravity. In the case of V1408 Aql, there has not been an extensive

photometric study of the system until now. We show that the light curve is

a simple sinusoid that does not require any complicated disk structure. Here,

the modulation is from the bright face of the irradiated star going in and out

of view. We conclude that while the variable height disk rim model is popular,

it is not necessarily the best or most straightforward model to determine the

structure of LMXBs.
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Chapter 2

A Multiwavelength Analysis of the Disk Wind

in 4U 1822–371

2.1 Introduction

4U 1822–371 is a low-mass X-ray binary star (LMXB) with an orbital

period of Porb = 5.57 hr (Mason et al., 1980). The compact star in the system

is an X-ray pulsar with spin period Ppulse = 0.593 s (Jonker & van der Klis,

2001) and is, therefore, a neutron star. The UV/optical spectrum of 4U 1822–

371 is rich with emission and absorption lines (Charles et al., 1980; Mason &

Cordova, 1982b; Mason et al., 1982; Harlaftis et al., 1997; Cowley et al., 1982,

2003; Jonker et al., 2003; Hutchings et al., 2005). Doppler tomography of the

He II �4686 and O VI �3811 emission lines confirms expectations that there

is an accretion disk around the neutron star fed by a stream of gas from the

secondary star (Casares et al., 2003).

4U 1822–371 is one of the rare eclipsing LMXBs (Mason et al., 1980;

White et al., 1981). Many analyses of the eclipse have been published (White

et al., 1981; White & Holt, 1982; Mason & Cordova, 1982b,a; Hellier & Ma-

son, 1989; Baptista et al., 2002; Cowley et al., 2003) and, although the detailed

results of the various analyses often differ greatly, there is substantial agree-
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ment on several points. The eclipse is a transit of the secondary star across

the accretion disk and, since the eclipse is very broad at optical wavelengths,

the accretion disk is large, although exactly how large is uncertain: Mason &

Cordova (1982a) find rdisk/a = 0.28 to 0.38 and Hellier & Mason (1989) find

rdisk/a = 0.58±0.08, where rdisk is the radius of the disk and a is the separation

of the stars. The X-ray eclipse is also broad. Its flux at minimum is at about

50% of the uneclipsed flux level and it has no sharp features, showing that

the X-ray emission comes from a partially-eclipsed extended cloud around the

neutron star - an accretion disk corona (ADC) (White et al., 1981; Mason &

Cordova, 1982b). The corona extends to ∼ 0.5rdisk in the plane of the disk

and is vertically extended. Estimates of the ratio of its height to its radius

in the plane of the disk range from 0.3 to 1 (White & Holt, 1982; Mason &

Cordova, 1982b; Hellier & Mason, 1989). The orbital inclination lies in the

range 78∘ < i < 84∘.

The ratio of the X-ray luminosity of 4U 1822–371 to its optical lumi-

nosity, LX/Lopt, lies between ∼ 15 and ∼ 65, much less than that for typical

LMXBs, indicating that the ADC is optically thick and blocks most of the X-

ray emission from the inner disk and neutron star (Griffiths et al., 1978; Mason

et al., 1980). Fits to the X-ray spectrum using realistic Comptonization mod-

els yield electron temperatures near Te ≈ 5 × 107 K and electron scattering

optical depths in the range �e = 13–26 depending on the geometry of the ADC

and the Comptonization model (Parmar et al., 2000; Iaria et al., 2001). The

mean unabsorbed apparent luminosity of 4U 1822–371 in the 0.1–100 keV en-
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ergy range is 1.15× 1036 erg s−1 for a distance of 2.5 kpc (Iaria et al., 2001).

As most of the X-ray flux escapes roughly perpendicularly to the orbital plane

and is beamed away from the Earth, the true luminosity is much greater than

the apparent luminosity. If one corrects for the ADC obscuration by simply

multiplying LX by a factor to raise LX/Lopt to the typical value for LMXBs

(∼ 500), the true X-ray luminosity is ∼ 1037 erg s−1. Even this should be

taken as a lower limit because the disk is observed edge-on, reducing Lopt. A

true luminosity near the Eddington luminosity, where the gravitational force

is balanced by radiation pressure, is not impossible.

All solutions for the X-ray eclipse have invoked a vertically-extended

wall of optically-thick material whose height varies with angle around the

neutron star (White et al., 1981). The wall generally has been identified as

a vertically extended disk rim, and, indeed, Hellier & Mason (1989) showed

the wall must be near the edge of the disk. The rim invoked by Hellier &

Mason (1989) has 0.08 < ℎrim/rdisk < 0.22, while the maximum height of the

rim invoked by White & Holt (1982) approached ℎrim/rdisk ≈ 0.5. Iaria et al.

(2001) also needed a thick belt of absorbing material around the ADC to match

the observed X-ray spectral energy distribution (SED). Placing the belt at the

edge of the disk, they found the angle subtended by the absorbing region is

16∘, or ℎrim/rdisk ≈ 0.29. These rims are an order of magnitude taller than

the expected thickness of the disk proper and cannot be pressure supported.

White & Holt (1982) invoked turbulence to support the rim but the turbulence

would have to be highly supersonic, needing Mach numbers between 7 and 15.
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While it is not inconceivable that supersonic turbulence could be generated by

the impact of the accretion stream on the disk, it is unclear how supersonic

turbulence could be maintained around the entire circumference of the disk.

It has been universally assumed that the only contributors to the UV/

optical continuum are 1) the accretion disk, 2) its extended rim, which may be

irradiated and have a higher temperature on its surface towards the neutron

star, and 3) the irradiated secondary star (Mason & Cordova, 1982a; Hellier

& Mason, 1989; Puchnarewicz et al., 1995). It also has been assumed that the

ADC is optically thin at UV/optical wavelengths, even though it is optically

thick to electron scattering at X-ray wavelengths. These contradictory as-

sumptions preclude a UV/optical contribution from the ADC or from vertical

structures other than the rim.

The ADC and the eclipses lend particular importance to 4U 1822–371.

ADC sources are more numerous than suggested by the small number that

have been identified. The luminosity of an ADC is typically ∼ 100 times

less than the luminosity of the inner disk and neutron star, so ADCs are

visible only in those systems with orbital inclinations near enough to 90∘ that

the outer accretion disk or the ADC itself blocks most of the flux from the

more luminous components of the binary (White & Holt, 1982). Many ADC

sources must be lurking among the low-inclination LMXBs, perhaps 5 – 10

times more than are currently known. 4U 1822–371 is the prototype for these

systems. Models for accretion onto neutron stars and black holes in X-ray

binaries or onto supermassive black holes in AGN need much more than flat,
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unadorned accretion disks. They must also include high-temperature flows,

vertical extension, winds, and irradiation, all of which can vary with time

(Narayan et al., 1998; Blandford & Begelman, 1999; Wijers & Pringle, 1999;

Narayan et al., 2000; Lasota, 2001). ADCs are examples of high-temperature

accretion flows and vertically-extended structures. The eclipses of 4U 1822–

371 offer the opportunity to map these structures in detail.

New Hubble Space Telescope (HST) objective-prism ultraviolet spec-

troscopy and V and J photometry of 4U 1822–371 are used to construct its

SED and its orbital light curves in the UV, V , and J bands (Section 2.2).

In Section 2.3 we derive an improved ephemeris for the optical eclipses and

confirm that the orbital period is changing rapidly, indicating extremely high

rates of mass flow in the system. In Section 2.4 we show that the accretion

disk has a strong wind with projected velocities up to 4000 km s−1. The core

of this chapter is Section 2.5, in which we model the orbital light curves with

our light curve synthesis program. We show that much of the disk is vertically

extended and optically thick at UV/optical wavelengths. This vertical struc-

ture extends almost to the edge of the disk and has a height equal to ∼0.5 of

the disk radius. As this structure has a brightness temperature near 3×104 K,

we identify it as the optically-thick base of the disk wind, not as the optical

counterpart of the ADC. We, too, need a tall obscuring wall near the edge of

the accretion disk, but we interpret the wall as layer of cooler material at the

base of the disk wind, not as a tall disk rim. Our results are summarized in

Section 2.6.
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2.2 Observations and Data Reduction

This section outlines the observations and data reduction for the anal-

ysis for this dissertation. 4U 1822–371 was observed with the ANDICAM

optical/IR photometer on the SMARTS 1.3-m telescope at CTIO using John-

son V and CTIO/CIT J filters (DePoy et al., 2003). One or two observations

were done per night over two observing seasons, the first season from 2005 June

30 to September 15, the second from 2006 March 29 to October 20. The data

were reduced to instrumental magnitudes with IRAF1, and the instrumental

magnitudes were converted to absolute fluxes using the photometric standard

stars PG1657+078 for the V band and 2MASS J18254777-3706131 for the

J band (Landolt, 1992), both of which were observed on three photometric

nights in 2007 June.

300 time series of objective-prism ultraviolet spectrograms of 4U 1822–

371 were also obtained with the HST using the Advanced Camera for Sur-

veys/Solar Blind Channel (ACS/SBC) and the PR130L prism (Pavlovsky, C.,

et al., 2006) in two visits between HJD 2453828.7 and HJD 2453830.9 (2006

April), each visit lasting five HST orbits. The spectrograms were integrated

for 45 seconds and separated by a 40-second dead time, with occasional long

exposures of 350 seconds when data were transfered from the ACS internal

buffer memory to the HST solid state data recorder. The spectrograms cover

1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated
by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under the cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation
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the wavelength range from 1222 Å to 2002 Å, but we used only the wavelengths

from 1222 to 1900 Å because there is a significant red leak in the SBC at wave-

lengths greater than 1900 Å. The spectral resolution is R = �/Δ� ≈ 150 near

1300 Å, but decreases to R ≈ 100 near the C IV doublet and to R ≈ 40

near 1900 Å. The UV data were reduced with the aXe package in STSDAS

(Kuemmel et al., 2004).

The time-averaged mean UV spectrum of 4U 1822–371 is shown in

Figure 2.1. The prominent emission lines are N V at 1240 Å, a blend of O IV,

O V, and Si IV near 1370 Å, the C IV doublet at 1548/1550 Å, and He II

at 1640 Å. There are also interstellar absorption lines from blends of Si II/C I

near 1260 Å and O I/Si III near 1300 Å.

2.3 The UV/Optical Ephemeris and

Orbital Light Curves

Because the V and J light curves are sparsely sampled, it was not pos-

sible to extract times of minima for individual eclipses. Instead we measured

a single mean time of minimum for each season by folding the V -band data

on the orbital period from Parmar et al. (2000) to form seasonal mean or-

bital light curves. The times of minimum light extracted from the mean light

curves are Tmin = HJD 2453618.677 ± 0.005 for the 2005 data and Tmin =

HJD 2453932.720± 0.004 for the 2006 data. To form UV light curves the flux

in each UV spectrogram was integrated from 1222 Å to 1900 Å and then di-

vided by Δ� = 678 Å. We folded the light curves on the Parmar et al. (2000)
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Figure 2.1 The UV spectrum of 4U 1822–371. The prominent emission lines
are N V at 1240 Å, a blend of O IV, O V, and Si IV near 1370 Å, the C IV

doublet at 1548 Å/1550 Å, and He II at 1640 Å. There are also ISM absorption
blends of Si II/C I and O I/Si III near 1260 Å and 1300 Å respectively. There
is a significant red leak in the SBC at wavelengths longer than ∼ 1900 Å.
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period and extracted two times of minimum light, one for each HST visit:

Tmin = HJD 2453828.972± 0.001 and Tmin = HJD 2453830.830± 0.001.

The four new eclipse times plus all of the previously published optical

eclipse times are listed in Table 2.1. A fit to the eclipse times yielded the

ephemeris

Tmin = HJD 2445615.31166(74) + 0.232108641(80)E + 2.46(21)× 10−11E2,

(2.3.1)

where E is the eclipse number. The O−C diagram for this ephemeris is shown

in Figure 2.2. The quadratic term in the optical ephemeris is consistent with

the low-significance quadratic term derived by Baptista et al. (2002) and agrees

with the quadratic term in the X-ray ephemeris, (2.06± 23)× 10−11, to within

the measurement errors (Parmar et al., 2000). The Tmin of our new optical

ephemeris lags the Tmin from the X-ray ephemeris of Parmar et al. (2000) by

100± 65 seconds. Although the lag is only marginally statistically significant,

it cannot be dismissed because the X-ray and optical/UV flux emanate from

different regions and could be eclipsed at slightly different times. Recently,

Burderi et al. (2010) derived a new X-ray ephemeris for 4U 1822-371. Using

this new ephemeris the lag is 122 seconds.
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Figure 2.2 The O − C diagram for the optical/UV eclipse ephemeris (equa-
tion 2.3.1). The open circles are the V eclipse times from SMARTS data and
the open squares are the UV eclipse times from HST data. The solid cir-
cles are the previously published times of optical eclipses listed in Table 2.1.
The arrows show the mean offset between the ephemerides for the X-ray and
UV/optical eclipses.
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Table 2.1: Times of Tmin and O-C values as calculated
using a quadratic least squares fit to the ephemeris.

Eclipse Time (HJD) Error in Tmin Ref. O − C

2444044.8450 0.0060 1 -0.0207
2444090.1140 0.0080 1 -0.0128
2444101.0280 0.0080 1 -0.0079
2444105.6650 0.0060 1 -0.0131
2444106.5970 0.0060 1 -0.0095
2444137.9350 0.0100 1 -0.0062
2444411.1320 0.0080 2 -0.0007
2444412.0580 0.0080 2 -0.0031
2444664.8120 0.0080 3 -0.0152
2444783.8940 0.0060 2 -0.0048
2445579.5650 0.0030 4 -0.0019
2445580.7250 0.0030 4 -0.0025
2445615.3115 0.0020 4 -0.0002
2445937.7110 0.0021 4 0.0004
2446234.5787 0.0018 4 0.0010
2447296.4798 0.0010 4 0.0040
2447379.3410 0.0010 4 0.0022
2447999.7674 0.0039 5 0.0011
2449163.0960 0.0028 6 -0.0020
2449164.0237 0.0028 6 -0.0027
2449164.2542 0.0028 6 -0.0043
2449165.1852 0.0028 6 -0.0018
2449166.1190 0.0028 6 0.0036
2450250.5308 0.0008 7 -0.0003
2450250.7626 0.0008 7 -0.0006
2450252.6196 0.0008 7 -0.0004
2451264.8446 0.0035 5 -0.0060
2451373.7094 0.0008 7 -0.0007
2451756.4577 0.0012 7 -0.0016
2451782.4542 0.0012 7 -0.0015
2452089.7692 0.0008 7 -0.0001
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.1 – Continued

Eclipse Time (HJD) Error in Tmin Ref. O − C

2453618.6767 0.0050 8 -0.0023
2453828.9720 0.0010 8 0.0010
2453830.8299 0.0010 8 0.0020
2453932.7201 0.0040 8 -0.0042

1Mason et al. (1980) 2Mason et al. (1980) 3Cowley et al. (1982) 4Hellier &

Mason (1989) 5Cowley et al. (2003) 6Harlaftis et al. (1997) 7Baptista et al.

(2002) 8This Dissertation

The rate of change of the orbital period is Ṗ = 2.12 × 10−10 and the

timescale for a change in orbital period is P/Ṗ = (3.0±0.3)×106 yr. One must

generally be cautious about interpreting timescales for orbital period changes

as evolutionary timescales because mass-transfer binaries often show short-

term systematic advances and delays in times of eclipse that can mimic rapid

period changes. The X-ray binary EXO 0748-676 shows this behavior (Wolff

et al., 2009) and there are many examples among cataclysmic variables (see

Warner, 1995). However, the eclipse times for 4U 1822–371 span 27 years and

the accumulated phase shift is Δ� = ΔTmin/P ≈ 0.17, an order of magnitude

larger than the random phase shifts observed in EXO 0748-676 and cataclysmic

variables. It appears safe, therefore, to identify the value of P/Ṗ measured

from the ephemeris as the time scale for orbital evolution.

On dimensional grounds one has m/ṁ ≈ ∣P/Ṗ ∣. If mass and angular

momentum are conserved, for example, then mNS/ṁNS = [3(1 − q)/q]P/Ṗ
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(Warner, 1995), where mNS is the mass of the neutron star, q = m2/mNS, and

m2 is the mass of the secondary star. For q = 0.3 and mNS = 1.35M⊙, we

find ṁNS = 6.4× 10−8M⊙ yr−1. This is an extremely high rate of accretion,

corresponding to∼ 4 times the Eddington luminosity. In this we agree with the

analysis of Heinz & Nowak (2001). We do not agree that the flow of mass and

angular momentum can be characterized by a single parameter. Specifically,

the angular momentum per unit mass can vary enormously in various parts of

the flow and depends on the detailed properties of the flow. Absent a precise

description for the flow of mass and angular momentum, it is not possible

to infer accurate rates of mass transfer and mass loss from the evolutionary

timescale, nor even a ratio of the two rates. Few cataclysmic variables have

rates of mass transfer greater than 3 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 (Warner, 1995), so we

suspect that the rate of mass transfer in 4U 1822–371 is at least a factor of two

smaller than the value for conservative mass transfer. Yet, a mass transfer rate

of 3× 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 is still extremely high and much of the transferred mass

cannot be accreting onto the neutron star, but leaves the system altogether.

Figure 2.3 shows the UV light curves of 4U 1822–371 from the two HST

visits folded on the orbital period given by equation 2.3.1; and Figures 2.4 and

2.5 show the two seasons of V - and J-band photometry also folded on the

orbital period. The folded UV light curves and the V -band light curve from

2006 have been averaged into 200 equal-width phase bins. The J-band light

curves from both 2005 and 2006 and the V -band light curve from 2005 have

fewer observations, and have not been binned. We define the internal error of
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Figure 2.3 The UV light curve of 4U 1822–371 from 2006. The fluxes were
extracted from the HST spectrograms and folded on the orbital period of
4U 1822–371 (equation 2.3.1) to produce one light curve for each of the HST
visits. The internal errors on the fluxes are ∼ 0.5%, giving error bars smaller
than the points used to plot the data.

a data point to be the standard deviation that includes photon counting noise

and calibration errors. The internal errors of the UV fluxes are small, typically

only 0.5%; the internal errors of V - and J-band data were typically 4 – 5%

but occasionally somewhat larger. The error bars in the figures correspond to

these internal errors.

The light curve of 4U 1822–371 shows large-amplitude non-repeating

variability (“flickering”) and, because of this variability, individual orbital light

curves can differ substantially from the mean orbital light curve (Baptista

et al., 2002). Let us define the external error of a data point as the standard
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Figure 2.4 V -band light curves of 4U 1822–371 in 2005 and 2006. The data
have been folded on the orbital period given by the UV/optical ephemeris
(equation 2.3.1). The error bars correspond to the internal measurement er-
rors.
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Figure 2.5 J-band light curves of 4U 1822–371 in 2005 and 2006. The data
have been folded on the orbital period given by the UV/optical ephemeris
(equation 2.3.1). The error bars correspond to the internal measurement er-
rors.
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deviation introduced by the non-repeating variability. We estimated the exter-

nal error of the UV fluxes by comparing the light curves of 4U 1822–371 from

the two HST visits. After folding all the UV data together to form a single

(noisy) light curve, we divided the light curve into four phase sections (0.11

– 0.23, 0.33 – 0.52, 0.62 – 0.9, and 0.9 – 1.11) and fit a polynomial to each

section. The standard deviation of the data points about the fitted polynomial

ranged from 5% to 9%. We equate the external error of the data points in

each section to the standard deviation for the section. Much the same method

was used to determine the external error in the V - and J-band data except

that the light curves were divided into just two sections covering phases 0.25

– 0.70 and phases 0.70 – 1.25. The error bars in Figure 2.11 correspond to

these external errors. When calculating the �2 of models fitted to the light

curves (Section 5), we will use the larger of the internal and external errors

for each data point. With the exception of a few data points in the V - and

J-bands, the external errors are much larger than the internal errors and it is

these large external errors that dominate the fit.

The shape of the V - and J-band light curves changed systematically

between 2005 and 2006. While the 2006 light curves are roughly symmetrical

about phase 0.0, the 2005 light curves are asymmetric, having a large hump

near phase 0.2. The asymmetric light curves from 2005 are similar to the

optical light curves shown in Mason et al. (1980), Harlaftis et al. (1997), and

Baptista et al. (2002). The more symmetric light curves from 2006 are similar

to our UV light curves – also obtained in 2006 – and to the optical light curves
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shown in Cowley et al. (2003).

Figure 2.6 shows the X-ray light curve of 4U 1822–371 between 1996

January 5 and 2008 March 5 from the All Sky Monitor (ASM) on the Rossi X-

ray Timing Explorer (RXTE)2. Each point in the figure is the monthly average

count rate summed over the three ASM passbands. The dates on which optical

eclipses were observed are marked on the figure. The X-ray light curve shows

a low-amplitude variability superimposed on a slow decrease in flux. The

pronounced changes in the optical/UV light curves from year to year were not

accompanied by large changes in the X-ray light curve.

2.4 The UV Spectrum, UV/Optical Spectral Energy

Distributions, and Evidence for a Strong
High-Velocity Wind

Although the direction to 4U 1822–371 is within 11∘ of the direction to

the galactic center, 4U 1822–371 is close to Baade’s window and its redden-

ing is low. Mason & Cordova (1982b) find a color excess E(B − V ) = 0.1

with 3� upper and lower bounds of 0.29 and 0.01 based on the depth of

the 2200 Å interstellar absorption feature. According to Iaria et al. (2001)

the photoelectric absorption at soft X-ray energies corresponds to a neutral

hydrogen column density of NH ≈ (1.05 ± 0.45) × 1021 cm−2. Adopting

AV = NH/(2.21± 0.09)× 1021 mag cm2 (Güver & Özel, 2009) and RV = 3.1,

2Results provided by the ASM/RXTE teams at MIT and at the RXTE SOF and GOF
at NASA’s GSFC. http://xte.mit.edu
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Figure 2.6 The X-ray light curve of 4U 1822–371 between 1996 January 5 and
2008 March 5 from the All Sky Monitor on RXTE. Each point is the monthly
average of all three ASM bandpasses. The vertical dashes mark the times of
eclipse minima at UV/optical wavelengths measured by Cowley et al. (2003),
Baptista et al. (2002) (4 eclipses), Casares et al. (2003), and by us with HST
and SMARTS.
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we find AV = 0.48 ± 0.2 mag and E(B − V ) = 0.15 ± 0.1 mag in agreement

with Mason & Cordova (1982b).

Figure 2.7 shows de-reddened UV and V - and J-band fluxes calculated

for E(B − V ) = 0.15 and the extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989) for

RV = 3.1. The top (green) line and triangles in the figure show the mean

fluxes over orbital phases 0.75 – 0.85 and 0.15 – 0.25, during which the system

is uneclipsed and contribution from the irradiated face of secondary star is

minimized. The next (orange) line and squares show the fluxes during eclipse.

The third (blue) line and crosses are the green minus orange fluxes, giving

the flux from that part of the system that is eclipsed. All three of the SEDs

roughly follow an F� ∝ �−7/3 distribution from the UV to the V -band, and

then fall significantly below �−7/3 in the J-band. The photometry of Mason

& Cordova (1982a) shows that the SED steepens further to a blackbody �−4

slope in the H and K bands. While it is tempting to identify the �−7/3 SEDs

with the theoretical SED for an optically-thick, steady-state �-model accretion

disk, this identification is probably not correct. It is difficult to make an �-

model disk produce the same SED at mid-eclipse, when all but the outer parts

of the disk are obscured, as it produces when it is not eclipsed and the entire

disk is visible. Moreover, as we will show in the next section, most of the disk

is hidden by optically-thick vertically-extended structures and is invisible at

UV/optical wavelengths, so the theoretical SED of a simple �-model disk is

not relevant.

The bottom (red) line and open circles in Figure 2.7 show the mean
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Figure 2.7 The dereddened UV and V - and J-band fluxes. The top (green)
line and triangles show the mean fluxes at orbital phases 0.75 – 0.85 and
0.15 – 0.25, during which the system is uneclipsed and contribution from the
irradiated face of the secondary star is minimized. The next (orange) line and
squares show the fluxes during eclipse. The third (blue) line and crosses are
the green minus orange fluxes, giving the flux from that part of the system
that is eclipsed. The bottom (red) line and open circles show the mean fluxes
at phases 0.25 – 0.75 minus the uneclipsed (green) fluxes, which should be
dominated by the flux from the irradiated face of the secondary. The solid line
shows f� ∝ �−7/3 and the dashed line f� ∝ �−4.
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fluxes at phases 0.25 – 0.75 minus the uneclipsed (green) fluxes. This red SED

isolates the flux in the large hump in the light curve at orbital phases opposite

the eclipse. The flux contributed by the irradiated face of the secondary star is

maximized at these phases. The flux from the irradiated secondary should be

roughly a multi-temperature blackbody distribution. The red SED appears to

be flattening near log � = 3.1, suggesting that the flux-weighted temperature

of the heated face is ∼ 25, 000 K.

With the exception of the N V line, the flux in the UV emission lines

is neither reduced during eclipse nor enhanced at other orbital phases. This

shows clearly in the spectrum of the eclipsed parts of the system (the blue

spectrum), which is nearly devoid of emission lines. The emission lines must,

then, arise from optically-thin material far above and below the disk. After

accounting for the extra width introduced by the poor spectral resolution of the

UV spectrogram, we find the full width at zero intensity of the C IV emission

line to be ∼ 45 Å. We compare this to its width in the HST Faint Object

Spectrograph spectrograms from which the data presented by Puchnarewicz

et al. (1995) were derived. In these spectrograms the width is near 40 Å. These

widths correspond to projected velocities up to ±4400 km s−1. Thus the lines

come from a high-velocity wind. Neither the strength nor the width of the

C IV line depend on orbital phase.

Since the material in the wind must be continuously replenished by

outflowing gas closer to the disk, there must be a base to the wind. We do not

observe C IV emission from the base of the wind, so either the base does not
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produce C IV emission or it is hidden by vertically-extended optically-thick

material further out in the disk. The N V line is an exception. Its strength

decreases by ∼ 50% during eclipse and arises nearer the orbital plane.

2.5 Light Curve Analysis and a Model for 4U 1822–371

2.5.1 The Light Curve Synthesis Program

We modeled the UV/optical light curves of 4U 1822–371 using the light

curve synthesis program XRbinary3 The program assumes that the orbits of

the stars are circular, the secondary star fills its Roche Lobe, and the primary

star is a point source surrounded by an accretion disk. The accretion disk

can have a complicated geometry. It can be non-circular, non-axisymmetric,

and vertically extended; and it can have a rim, an interior torus, and bright

or dark spots. The flux from the secondary star has a realistic spectrum us-

ing Kurucz stellar atmospheres (Kurucz, 1996) but the remaining parts of

the system emit like a blackbody. The program includes heating by irradia-

tion. Because the geometry and temperature distributions in the model can be

complex and asymmetric, the program resorts to ray tracing to calculate both

irradiation and the orbital light curve. The program outputs synthetic light

curves for Johnson/Cousins filter bandpasses and for square bandpasses over

user-specified wavelength ranges. If provided with an observed light curve, our

code calculates the �2 for the fit of the synthetic light curve to the observed

3A full description of the program is available at
http://pisces.as.utexas.edu/robinson/XRbinary.pdf.
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light curve. A calling program allows the user to find the model parameters

that minimize �2 either by a grid search through parameter space or by a

simplex algorithm.

2.5.2 The Masses and Dimensions of 4U 1822–371

The arrival times of the X-ray pulses from the neutron star yield ac-

curate values for the projected semi-major axis of the neutron star orbit

aNS sin i = (3.015±0.015)×1010 cm and the mass function f(m2) = m2q
2(1+

q)−2 sin3 i = 0.0203±0.0003 M⊙, where aNS is the radius of the neutron star’s

orbit and i is the orbital inclination (Jonker & van der Klis, 2001). The orbital

eccentricity is not measurably different from zero.

It appears to us that the masses of the two stars in 4U 1822–371 have

not yet been determined with certainty. The mass function can be recast to the

form mNS sin
3 i = (0.0203±0.0003)q−3(1+q)2 M⊙. The eclipse solution limits

the orbital inclination to a narrow range near 82∘, so mNS ≈ 0.0209q−3(1 +

q)2 M⊙. There have been several attempts to determine the mass ratio from

the radial velocity curve of the secondary star. The spectrum of the heated

face of the secondary star has He I absorption lines and a narrow emission

line from N III �4640, which is excited by the Bowen fluorescence mechanism

(Harlaftis et al., 1997; Casares et al., 2003). The radial velocity curve of the

He I absorption has been measured and its amplitude is KHeI ≈ 230 km s−1

(Harlaftis et al., 1997; Cowley et al., 2003; Casares et al., 2003). It is, however,

unclear how to interpret KHeI because the absorption lines arise on only one
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face of the secondary and because the line profiles are probably distorted by

helium emission lines from the accretion disk. The radial velocity curve also

suffers from a phase shift of ∼ 0.1Porb with respect to the pulsar ephemeris,

further complicating its interpretation (Jonker et al., 2003; Casares et al.,

2003).

The radial velocity curve of the N III �4640 emission line also has been

measured and has an amplitude KNIII = 280±3 km s−1 (Casares et al., 2003;

Muñoz-Darias et al., 2008). We agree with Casares et al. (2003) that this is a

firm lower limit to the amplitude of the secondary’s radial velocity curve, which

translates to lower limits on the masses: mNS ≥ 1.14 M⊙ and m2 ≥ 0.36 M⊙.

Correcting from KNIII to the true amplitude K2 of secondary star’s radial

curve requires a model for the distribution of the N III �4640 emission across

the face of the secondary star. Muñoz-Darias et al. (2005, 2008) have developed

such a model and used it to deduce 1.52 M⊙ < mNS < 1.85 M⊙. In their

model the N III �4640 line is emitted uniformly over the face of the irradiated

secondary except where shadowed by a simple thin disk with a raised, optically-

thick rim. We will show that a more complex model is required for the disk in

4U 1822–371. The K-correction derived from the thin disk model is likely be

only qualitatively correct.

As the masses of most neutron stars in binary X-ray pulsars fall in

a narrow range near 1.35 M⊙ (Thorsett & Chakrabarty, 1999; Nice et al.,

2008), we adopted this value for most of our models. The mass function

then becomes a relation between q and i, materially reducing the parameter
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space that needs to be explored when fitting models. This choice of neutron

star mass also restricts other properties of 4U 1822–371 to lie in a narrow

range: If i lies in the range 78∘ < i < 84∘, then 0.2948 < q < 0.3007,

0.398 < m2/M⊙ < 0.406, and the separation of the centers of mass of the two

stars is 1.3336 < a/1011cm < 1.3367. Since the secondary star must fill its

Roche lobe, its radius is close to 0.54 R⊙, placing it close to the observed main-

sequence mass-radius relation (Drilling & Landolt, 2000). The temperature of

a main-sequence star with this mass and radius is ∼ 3500 K. This is a low

enough temperature that we ignore flux from the secondary star except from

those parts of its surface that are heated by irradiation.

Because Muñoz-Darias et al. (2008) argue for a high-mass neutron star

in 4U 1822–371, we have also explored the effect of neutron star mass on

our results, adopting the extreme value mNS = 2.0 M⊙ for a few models.

For mNS = 2.0 M⊙ and i = 81∘ the mass function yields q = 0.255, M2 =

0.51 M⊙ and a = 1.50× 1011cm. The radius of the secondary star is 0.58 R⊙,

again placing it close to the main-sequence mass-radius relation. A main-

sequence star with a mass of 0.51 M⊙ has a temperature near ∼ 3800 K.

Fits of these higher-mass models to the light curves yielded small quantitative

differences in the fitted parameters, but the overall results were qualitatively

almost identical. The derived orbital inclinations, for example, were typically

higher by ∼ 0.75∘ and the heights of the disk rim increased by 10-15%. This

also means, though, that the mass of the neutron star is not constrained by

the optical/UV light curves. We report results only for the mNS = 1.35 M⊙
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models.

2.5.3 The Accretion Disk

As discussed in the introduction, the unobscured X-ray luminosity of

4U 1822–371 is high, possibly near Eddington; and the high mass flow rates

deduced from the rapidly changing orbital period also suggest a luminosity near

Eddington. Since the X-ray luminosity of 4U 1822–371 is relatively constant in

the sense that no large-amplitude outbursts have been observed, the accretion

disk in 4U 1822–371 is at least roughly in a steady state. These considerations

suggest strongly that the accretion disk is optically thick and its inner edge is

near the neutron star.

While we will not necessarily limit our disk models to �-model disks,

an optically-thick �-model disk is the default model for the outer parts of the

disk in 4U 1822–371. The maximum radius of the disk is thought to be set by

viscous dissipation induced by tidal interactions with the secondary star. For

a mass ratio q = 0.3 the tidal truncation radius is rdisk ≈ 0.43a ≈ 5.7×1010 cm

(Frank et al., 2002). Let us calculate a typical temperature and thickness of

the disk at a radius that is large, but less than the radius of its outer edge. For

� = 0.1, mNS = 1.35 M⊙, a mass flow rate of 10−8 M⊙ yr−1, and a radius of

r = 4×1010 cm an optically-thick steady-state �-model disk has ℎ/rdisk = 0.04

and Teff = 7800K (Frank et al., 2002). These values depend only weakly on

�, mns, and ṁ. Except where it is hit by the stream of transferred material

from the secondary star, the outer, vertical rim of the disk should not be
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even as hot as this low temperature. We will see that the visible parts of

the 4U 1822–371 system have a brightness temperature near 3 × 104 K at

UV/optical wavelengths. The temperature of the rim is so much lower that it

is a minor contributor to the flux. If the rim is vertically extended, its inner

surface may be heated to higher temperatures but this will only emphasize the

low surface brightness of the outer surface of the rim.

As a result, our models emit negligible flux from the disk rim. In the

previously published models for the UV/optical light curve of 4U 1822–371,

the disk rim is a significant contributor, often the dominant contributor to the

UV/optical flux. This is shown most clearly in Figure 9 of Hellier & Mason

(1989). Many of the differences between our results and earlier results flow

from the different handling of the disk rim flux.

2.5.4 The Disk Is Large, Its Center Obscured

We first establish that the accretion disk is large and its center obscured

at UV/optical wavelengths. The left panel in Figure 2.8 shows the eclipse

portion of the binned UV light curve normalized to 1.0 just outside eclipse.

The eclipse is wide, lasting Δ� ≈ 0.20 in phase. The panel also shows two

synthetic light curves, both calculated for a disk that is geometrically flat, has

a flatter temperature distribution than an �-model disk (T ∝ r−0.1), and is

eclipsed at an orbital inclination i = 81∘. One light curve was calculated for

rdisk/a = 0.30, the other for rdisk/a = 0.45, and both have been normalized

to match the flux at mid-eclipse to emphasize the effect of disk width on the
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light curve. Disks with rdisk/a ≥ 0.40 are needed to fit the observed eclipse.

The dashed line in the right panel of Figure 2.8 is the synthetic light

curve for a geometrically-thin, optically-thick, steady-state �-model disk with

a T ∝ r−3/4 temperature distribution. The radius of the disk is rdisk/a = 0.4,

its temperature is 20,000 K at the outer edge, and the orbital inclination is 77∘.

The bright central regions of this model disk produce an eclipse light curve with

a deep, narrow center in striking disagreement with the observed eclipse. The

solid line in the panel is the synthetic light curve for a disk model with similar

geometry but with a flatter temperature distribution to reduce the brightness

of its central regions (T ∝ r−0.1 and i = 78.5∘). This model matches the general

shape of the observed eclipse and, indeed, the fit is formally excellent. We do

not conclude that the disk actually has a flat temperature distribution as we

consider a flat distribution physically unrealistic. We do conclude that the flat

temperature distribution is mimicking the true appearance of the disk, a disk

that appears not to have bright central regions. As argued in the previous

section, the central regions of the disk must be hot and bright, so the central

regions of the disk must be obscured by disk structures extending above and

below the orbital plane.

We now consider two broad groups of models for obscuring the central

disk. The first group includes models similar to standard thin-disk models.

In these models the edge of the disk is tall enough to hide the center of the

disk either because the disk has a large flare or because the disk is flat but

has a vertically extended rim. In the second group of models the obscuration
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Figure 2.8 The solid circles show the co-added and binned UV eclipse light
curve of 4U 1822–371 normalized to 1.0 just outside the eclipse. Left Panel:
The lines are synthetic light curves for a geometrically-flat disk with a flat
temperature distribution (T ∝ r−0.1) and for an orbital inclination of 81∘. The
solid and dashed lines are the light curves for disks with rdisk/a = 0.45 and
0.30 respectively; both have been normalized to emphasize the eclipse shape.
The disk in 4U 1822–371 must be large, rdisk/a ≈ 0.40, with its precise radius
depending on the orbital inclination and other disk properties. Right Panel:
The dashed line is the eclipse light curve for a geometrically-flat disk with an
�-model temperature distribution (T ∝ r−3/4) and a surface temperature of
20,000 K at the maximum radius, but 2,000 K at the outer edge. The solid
line is the synthetic light curve for a disk with the same surface temperature
at its maximum radius but a nearly flat temperature distribution (T ∝ r−0.1).
The synthetic light curves have been normalized to emphasize the shape of the
eclipses. The �-model disk produces an eclipse that is much too narrow to fit
the observed eclipse.
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is produced by vertically-extended structures interior to the disk edge.

2.5.5 Obscuration by a Tall Disk Rim?

The top panel of Figure 2.9 shows the observed UV eclipse light curve

and a synthetic light curve produced by a geometrically-thin disk with a

vertically-extended rim. The orbital inclination of the model is 81∘, the disk ra-

dius is rdisk/a = 0.44, and the rim height is ℎrim/a = 0.056, or ℎrim/rdisk ≈ 0.13.

This rim is quite tall, raising concerns about the physical validity of the model;

but the tall rim does produce a light curve that fits the observed light curve

fairly well. Nevertheless, this model is fatally flawed. It has a combination

of rim height and orbital inclination that leaves most of the central disk un-

obscured. Therefore, to avoid an eclipse that is too narrow and deep, the

model must have a flat temperature distribution, thus failing to avoid the very

problem it was contrived to solve. Worse, the neutron star is visible, disagree-

ing with X-ray observations. This is a generic and robust result for thin-disk

tall-rim models. We have explored the parameter space for these models ex-

tensively, varying the orbital inclination, the disk radius and temperature, the

rim height and temperature, and the irradiation of the inner surface of the

rim by the inner disk and neutron star. Models that fit the observed light

curve with an acceptable �2 always have a flat temperature distribution and

the neutron star is usually visible.

Flared disks – disks whose thickness increase with radius – automat-

ically have thick rims that can hide the inner disk and neutron star. In our
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computer code the height of a flared disk above the orbital plane is given by

H = Hedge

(

a− amin

amax − amin

)Hpow

, (2.5.1)

where amin and amax are the radii of the inner and outer edges of the disk,

and Hedge is the thickness of the disk at its outer edge. If Hpow > 1, the disk

has a concave flare. The middle panel of Figure 2.9 shows a synthetic light

curve for a flared disk. The model disk has Hedge/a = 0.060, amin/a = 0.01,

amax/a = 0.43, and Hpow = 2.0. The synthetic light curve fits the observed

light curve about as well as the light curves for thin disks with thick rims but

it has the same fatal flaws: The disk has a flat temperature distribution and

the neutron star is usually visible.

Models with concave flared disks have an important advantage over

those with flat disks: The outer regions of the disk can be heated by irradiation

from the neutron star and inner disk. The heating flattens the temperature

distribution, providing a natural explanation for the flat distribution. The

bottom panel of Figure 2.9 shows a synthetic eclipse light curve for a flared disk

irradiated by the neutron star. The orbital inclination is 81∘, amax/a = 0.45,

Hedge/a = 0.060, and Hpow = 2.0. This value of Hpow is much larger than the

standard Hpow = 9/8 for an �-model disk, but lower values of Hpow did not

fit the observed light curve well. The fit for this particular model is good, but

the neutron star remains visible.

In a final attempt to use the disk rim to block light from the center

of the disk, we invoked a concave flared disk with an additional vertically-
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Figure 2.9 The solid circles in all three panels show the co-added and binned
UV eclipse light curve of 4U 1822–371 normalized to 1.0 just outside the eclipse.
The solid line in each panel is a synthetic light curve fitted to the observed
eclipse. Although the synthetic light curves fit the data well, they are all fatally
flawed. The central regions of the disk are unobscured, so the models must
have a flat temperature distribution, thus failing to avoid the very problem
they were contrived to solve. The neutron star is also visible, disagreeing
with X-ray observations. Top Panel: The synthetic light curve for a thin-disk
tall-rim model. The orbital inclination of the model is 81∘, the disk radius is
rdisk/a = 0.44, and the rim height height is ℎrim/a = 0.056. Middle Panel:
The synthetic light curve for a concave flared disk. The orbital inclination
of the model is 78∘, amax/a = 0.43, Hedge/a = 0.060, and Hpow = 2.0 (see
equation 2.5.1). Bottom Panel: The synthetic light curve for a concave, flared,
irradiated disk. The orbital inclination of the model is 81∘, amax/a = 0.45,
Hedge/a = 0.060, and Hpow = 2.0. The disk is irradiated by flux from the
neutron star.
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extended rim and allowed the disk and inner face of the rim to be irradiated

by the neutron star. This model has enough free parameters to produce an

excellent fit to the observed light curve at all orbital phases, not just the

eclipse. But the inner disk and the neutron star still remain visible and the

model fails. Thus, we reject this entire group of models.

2.5.6 Torus Plus Variable-Height Rim

The previous discussion leads us to consider vertically-extended disk

structures closer to the neutron star. Inspired by the presence of the ADC at X-

ray wavelengths, we give the disk vertical extension by adding an opaque torus

(a donut with the neutron star centered in the hole of the donut). Our code

allows the torus to have an elliptical cross section and specifies its geometry

by three parameters: the distance from the center of the cross-section of the

torus to the neutron star, which we call its radius or ao, the maximum height

of the torus above and below the orbital plane, and the width of the torus

between its inner and outer walls as measured in the orbital plane. The toroidal

structure should not be taken too literally. Because 4U 1822–371 has a high

orbital inclination, we observe the torus from the side and, like a donut viewed

from the side, we observe only the outer wall of the torus. The observations

give little information about the inner wall or about the interior of the torus.

Furthermore, despite our original motivation for including the torus, we will

see that the properties we derive for the torus are not consistent with the

properties of an ADC and we will instead identify the torus with the optically-
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thick base of the disk wind.

We assume that the torus emits blackbody radiation and for simplicity

we give the surface of the torus a single temperature except where it is heated

by irradiation. The temperature of the torus is poorly constrained. The SED

of 4U 1822–371 is not a blackbody distribution, which precludes assignment

of a meaningful color temperature. The large uncertainty on the distance and

reddening to 4U 1822–371 preclude measurement of an accurate brightness

temperature, but the brightness temperature of the outer wall of the torus

must be surprisingly low. Fits to the UV eclipse show that the outer wall

extends to ∼ 0.35a in the orbital plane (∼ 80% of the disk radius) and the

maximum height of the torus is ∼ 0.2a (∼ 50% of the disk radius), giving

the torus a projected surface area of roughly 0.28a2 ≈ 4 × 1021 cm2. About

half the projected area is eclipsed, Aecl ≈ 2× 1021 cm2, and the de-extincted

eclipsed flux is fecl = 3.1 × 10−14 erg/s/cm2/Å at 1600 Å (the blue line in

Figure 2.7). The brightness temperature of the eclipsed surface of the torus

can be calculated from B� = feclD
2/Aecl, where D is the distance to 4U 1822–

371. For D = 5000 pc the monochromatic brightness temperature at 1600 Å is

Tb ≈ 26, 000 K. Although this temperature cannot be trusted to within a factor

of two or so, it is ∼ 103 times lower than temperatures typically associated

with coronae. Thus, the brightness temperature of the torus – at least the

outer wall of the torus – is not consistent with an ADC. The temperature

is, however, high enough that the torus dominates the UV/optical flux from

4U 1822–371. This justifies our earlier claim that the flux from unirradiated
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surfaces of the secondary star and the outer surface of the disk rim can be

ignored.

This torus-like structure is far too tall to agree with the thickness of an

�-model disk for any reasonable choice of parameters. Its temperature is far

too low for it to be part of the ADC. What, then, is this vertical structure?

Since we have already found a high velocity disk wind and have shown that

there is much mass loss from the disk, we suggest that the vertical structure

is simply the optically-thick base of the disk wind.

The torus by itself does not produce a synthetic light curve that fits the

observed eclipse light curve adequately, but the addition of either an opaque

vertically-extended rim or a flared disk yields an excellent fit. The best-fit

synthetic light curve for a flared disk is shown in Figure 2.10. The model

from which the light curve was calculated has an orbital inclination of 83.5∘,

a concave flared disk with radius rdisk/a = 0.43 and edge height Hedge/rdisk =

0.03. The midpoint of the torus is at ao = 0.53rdisk, its maximum height is

0.56rdisk, and its width is 0.56rdisk, so that the torus extends from 0.26rdisk to

0.81rdisk. The torus blocks flux from the neutron star and all the disk out to

0.81rdisk, and the edge of the flared disk blocks flux from most of the rest of

the disk. Thus, the torus solves the two problems that vitiated models with

flat or flared disks and raised rims.
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Figure 2.10 The solid circles show the observed UV eclipse light curve of
4U 1822–371. The solid line is a synthetic light curve fitted to the data. The
model from which the light curve was calculated has an orbital inclination
of 83.5∘, a concave flared disk with radius rdisk/a = 0.43 and an edge height
Hedge/rdisk = 0.07. The disk is covered by an opaque torus with midpoint at
ao = 0.53rdisk, maximum height of 0.56rdisk, and width of 0.56rdisk, so that
the inner wall of the torus extends in to 0.26rdisk and the outer wall out to
0.81rdisk. The torus blocks flux from the neutron star and from the disk out
to 0.81rdisk, and the edge of the flared disk blocks flux from most of the rest
of the disk.
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2.5.7 A Model for the Entire Orbital Light Curve

We now model the entire orbital light curve using the eclipse model from

Section 5.4 as a starting point. The salient feature of the non-eclipse part of

the orbital light curve is the large-amplitude, roughly-sinusoidal hump. The

phase of the hump might lead one to suspect that the hump is caused primarily

by the varying visibility of the irradiated face of the secondary star but our

attempts to model the hump with just the irradiated secondary star yielded

poor fits. The hump’s precise phase, its shape, and the variations of its shape

from year to year cannot be produced by the irradiated secondary alone.

The model producing the synthetic light curve shown in Figure 2.10 had

a torus and a disk with a dark, vertically-extended edge. We now allow the

height of the edge to vary with azimuth around the neutron star. As its height

varies, the rim blocks more or less of the flux from the torus, helping to produce

the hump. In the previous section we introduced the vertically-extended edge

by invoking a concave flared disk, but a flat disk with a vertically extended rim

would have worked just as well. In the current context it is more convenient

to model the edge with a flat disk and extended rim, allowing the rim height

to vary with azimuth.

We also include flux from the heated secondary in the model and allow

fits to the light curve to determine how much flux the secondary contributes.

The secondary is heated in part by the torus and disk but mostly by X-ray flux.

While we include X-ray flux in the model, it is not a physically meaningful

quantity since the amount of flux needed depends sensitively on the geometry
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of the X-ray emitting regions, on the radiative transfer of the flux through

the ADC and torus, and on the reprocessing and redistribution of the flux in

the secondary star. As we have little information about any of these factors,

we regard the X-ray flux as merely a convenient parameter to specify the

irradiative heating of the secondary star. With the addition of a variable-

height rim and flux from the irradiatively–heated secondary star we achieved

successful fits to the entire orbital light curve and no further complications

were needed.

While the foregoing discussion has been necessarily lengthy, the result-

ing model is actually rather simple. The parameters describing the geometry

of the model are

∙ The orbital inclination, which also fixes the mass ratio and the mass of

the secondary star through the mass function,

∙ the outer radius of the disk,

∙ the height, width, and radius of the disk torus, and

∙ the height of the disk rim as a function of azimuth around the neutron

star.
We assume that the secondary star and the disk rim have low temperatures

and do not contribute significant flux except where heated by irradiation. Fits

to the light curve show that the inner regions of the disk are hidden by the

torus and the outer regions are hidden by the disk rim, so the disk is not visible

and its temperature is irrelevant. Thus, the only temperature that needs to be

specified is the monochromatic brightness temperature of the torus. Finally,

the amount of X-ray energy irradiating the disk rim and the secondary star
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must be specified. There are also a few nuisance parameters such as the zero

point in orbital phase, a scale factor on the flux, and various albedos that must

be specified but are irrelevant to the model.

We fit the model to the observed UV light curve using a simplex algo-

rithm to find the set of parameters that minimized the �2 of the fit. We also

examined parameter space extensively with grid searches to test the uniqueness

of the fit. Within the context of the model the values of the fitted parameters

are unique and robust. The resulting synthetic light curve is superimposed on

the observed light curve in the top panel of Figure 2.11. The rim height as a

function of azimuth angle is shown in Figure 2.12, where the azimuth angle

is defined to be 0∘ on the side of the disk opposite the secondary star and

increases in the direction opposite the direction of orbital motion. We fit only

the V - and J-band light curves obtained in 2006, the same year as the UV

light curves were obtained. To fit the light curves we retained the values of all

the parameters determined from the fit to the UV light curve except for those

specifying the geometry and temperature of the torus. The fitted synthetic

light curves in the V - and J-bands are shown superimposed on the observed

light curves in the bottom two panels of Figure 2.11. The values of �2 for the

fits are 163.5 for 195 data points and thirteen free parameters in UV, 210.3 for

150 data points and four free parameters in V , and 130.7 for 116 data points

and four free parameters in J , for a total reduced �2 of 1.05.

Values for the fitted parameters are given in Table 2.2. The radius of

the disk is rdisk/a = 0.40 ± 0.01 and the disk rim can have a height up to
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Figure 2.11 The best fitting UV, V , and J light curves with the best fitting
model in Table 2.2. This model includes an optically thick torus.

ℎrim/rdisk ≈ 0.17, but the height for much of the disk is near ℎrim/rdisk ≈ 0.05,

close to the �-model ℎ/r values (Section 5.1). The height of the torus, 0.20a =

0.5rdisk, is the same in all three passbands, but the position of its outer wall is

much different, ao = 0.31a = 0.78rdisk in the UV, but ao = 0.39a = 0.98rdisk in

the V - and J-bands. This is a reflection of the obvious difference between the

UV eclipse and the broader, flatter bottomed eclipse at longer wavelengths.

This model also fits the 2005 V - and J-band light curves, but with a

change to the rim height with disk azimuth. The maximum disk rim height is

approximately the same as the 2006 model with ℎrim/rdisk ∼ 0.15. However,

the rim is now symmetric about the approximate location of the “hot spot”

where the tidal stream encounters the disk and not the radius connecting
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Figure 2.12 The variation in disk rim height with azimuthal disk angle. An
angle of 0∘ is away from the star, rotating opposite the direction of orbital
motion, making 180∘ the radius in the disk connecting the NS and secondary
star. The rim height is in terms of disk radius and is the height added to the
very thin (0.002rdisk) disk.
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Table 2.2 Parameters of 4U 1822–371 as determined by model light curves.

Parameter Value
Period (days) 0.232109
Inclination (degrees) 81.17± 0.14
MNS (M⊙) (fixed) 1.35
q = M2/MNS 0.2971
Hpow 1.1
rdisk

1 0.4± 0.01
UV Torus
Location, a0

1 0.165
Torus Width1 0.283
Torus Edge Height1 0.201

V Torus
Location, a0

1 0.245
Torus Width1 0.282
Torus Edge Height1 0.205

J Torus
Location, a0

1 0.243
Torus Width1 0.288
Torus Edge Height1 0.204
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the companion star and the neutron star. A detailed quantitative model is

unwarranted due to the sparse sampling of the data.

On considering these results, a new issue arises. While we and Hellier

& Mason (1989) before us needed to place the opaque wall near the edge of

the accretion disk to fit the light curve, neither the X-ray nor the UV/optical

light curves require it to be precisely at the disk edge. It could, in fact, be

anywhere between the edge of the disk at ∼ 0.4a and the outer wall of the

torus in the V - and J-bands at ∼ 0.39a. Although this is not a large change in

position, it allows a significant re-interpretation of the wall. We placed the wall

at the disk rim – and we suspect others placed it at the disk rim – primarily

because there was no other disk structure to which the wall could be attached.

With the addition of a disk torus the wall can plausibly be made part of the

torus, becoming an opaque belt around the outside of the torus. The wall now

becomes part of the disk wind, not a disk rim. This re-interpretation has a

considerable advantage. When made part of the disk wind, the wall no longer

need be in hydrostatic equilibrium, requiring impossibly high gas pressure or

supersonic turbulence for support. It is simply a cooler, darker layer at the

base of the disk wind.

2.6 Summary and Discussion

Combining our new times of eclipses with the previously published

times, we have derived an improved ephemeris for the eclipses in the UV/

optical light curves of 4U 1822–371 (equation 2.3.1). The quadratic term
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in the ephemeris yields a timescale for a change in orbital period of P/Ṗ =

(3.0±0.3)×106 yr. The deduced rate of mass transfer is large, probably greater

than 3×10−8 M⊙ yr−1. Mass cannot be accreting onto the neutron star at this

rate without violating the Eddington limit, so much of the transferred mass

must be lost from the system.

We have inferred a strong disk wind from the C IV emission line in

the UV spectrum. The wind is axially symmetric and has projected outflow

velocities up to 4400 km s−1. The flux in the C IV emission lines does not

decrease during eclipses. Since regions less than ∼ 0.5rdisk above the disk are

at least partially eclipsed, the C IV emission arises from regions yet further

above the disk. The outflowing material closer to the disk either does not

produce C IV emission or is hidden by other optically-thick structures.

Much of this chapter was devoted to developing a model for the accre-

tion disk in 4U 1822–371 from fits to the UV/optical orbital light curves. The

following properties of the accretion disk appear to be robustly determined.

The disk is large; the fitted radius is rdisk/a = 0.40 ± 0.01, close to the tidal

truncation radius. To avoid an eclipse that is deeper and narrower than the

observed eclipse, the neutron star and the central regions of the accretion disk

must be obscured. The dual requirements that the models must produce syn-

thetic light curves that fit the observed eclipse and must obscure the neutron

star and central disk forces most of the obscuring material to be at interme-

diate radii in the disk, not at the edge of the disk. We modeled the obscuring

material as an optically thick torus. The torus extends more than 3/4 of the
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way to the edge of the disk at UV wavelengths and nearly all the way to the

edge in the V - and J-bands; and it extends to a height of ∼ 0.5rdisk above the

disk at all wavelengths.

The surface brightness of the outer (visible) wall of the torus is only

∼ 26, 000 K. While this estimate is highly uncertain, the true brightness tem-

perature is unlikely to be more than a factor of 2 – 3 higher and is far less

than coronal temperatures. We have, therefore, interpreted the torus as the

optically-thick base of the disk wind, not as the optical counterpart of the

X-ray ADC.

We modeled the large hump in the orbital light curve of 4U 1822–371

with a combination of heated face of the secondary star and a variable-height,

optically-thick wall located at the edge of the disk. All previous models for

the orbital light curve have needed a similar wall, but we now suggest that the

wall is actually slightly closer to the neutron star than the edge of the disk

and is part of the disk wind, not the disk rim. The wall is a cooler, darker

layer at the base of the disk wind just above the disk.

Our results thus yield a more complex view of the structure of the disk

in 4U 1822–371. The previous X-ray observations have shown that there is

a vertically-extended, optically-thick ADC stretching roughly half way out to

the edge of the disk. Our UV/optical observations show that most of the

outer disk emits a cooler disk wind. The wind is is optically thick close to the

accretion disk but becomes optically thin at a height of ∼ 0.5rdisk above the

disk. Close to the disk the wind is yet cooler and darker, forming a relatively
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dark wall around disk. The disk itself appears to be nearly entirely buried

within and obscured by these vertically-extended structures.
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Chapter 3

A Model for the Optical Orbital

Light Curve of V1408 Aql (=4U 1957+115)

3.1 Introduction

V1408 Aql (= 4U 1957+115) is a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) with

an orbital period of P = 9.329±0.011 hr, derived by Thorstensen (1987) from

a roughly-sinusoidal modulation he found in its optical light curve. Hakala

et al. (1999) obtained two nights of UBV RI photometry, covering one orbital

period in total, and also saw an orbital variation, but the light curve was

more asymmetric than sinusoidal. Thorstensen (1987) attributed the orbital

variation to the varying aspect of the secondary star, which is heated by flux

from the primary star and its accretion disk. Noting that V1408 Aql became

bluer when fainter, Hakala et al. (1999) interpreted the minimum in the light

curve as a grazing eclipse of a cool, red disk rim by the secondary star, which

has the effect of removing red light. In their model the variation outside eclipse

is caused by variations in the height of the disk rim, which obscures more or

less of the brighter inner disk. The ratio of the rim height to disk radius is

large, ℎ/r ∼ 0.2− 0.5. Their model implies a high orbital inclination, the best

fitting model having an inclination near 75∘.
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V1408 Aql is a persistent X-ray source, showing neither large transient

increases in brightness nor faint quiescent states. Its X-ray flux does, however,

vary on all time scales from 10 Hz (1-2 percent rms amplitude) to years (by

a factor of 4) (Wijnands et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2010). The orbital period

has not been detected at X-ray wavelengths but Levine & Corbet (2006) re-

ported a “marginal detection” of a periodicity at 9.3175± 0.0005 hr, perhaps

related to the orbital period; and Nowak & Wilms (1999) reported a 117-day

period in the X-ray light curve, although this period appears to be evanescent

(Wijnands et al., 2002). The distance to V1408 Aql is unknown and its mean

X-ray luminosity consequently uncertain; but for a distance of 7 kpc the mean

unabsorbed luminosity is log(LX) ≈ 36.5 (erg sec−1, 1.5-12 keV), while for a

distance of 40 kpc it is log(LX) ≈ 38.1 (Russell et al., 2010).

The X-ray spectrum of V1408 Aql has been measured numerous times.

It is unusually soft, placing V1408 Aql in the region of the X-ray color-color

diagram occupied by black hole binaries, including black hole soft X-ray tran-

sients (SXTs) in their outburst states (White & Marshall, 1984; Schachter

et al., 1989; McClintock, J. E. and Remillard, R. A., 2003), leading to the

suspicion that V1408 Aql may harbor a black hole. If it does contain a black

hole, it would be the only known black hole binary in the galaxy that has

not been seen to cycle between low and outburst states. The nearly feature-

less spectrum can be successfully fitted with a variety of models that include

some combination of three components: a soft component from a single- or

multi-temperature black body, presumably due to the accretion disk; a hard
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component that is either a power law, with or without a cutoff, or a thermal

Comptonization spectrum; and a broad emission feature near 6.5 keV from

Fe K-line emission (Yaqoob et al., 1993; Singh et al., 1994; Ricci et al., 1995;

Nowak & Wilms, 1999; Wijnands et al., 2002). The spectrum is softer when

V1408 Aql is fainter, harder when it is brighter.

Most recently Nowak et al. (2008) fit high-quality Chandra, XMM-

Newton, and RXTE observations of V1408 Aql with diskbb (Mitsuda et al.,

1984) and kerrbb models (see Li et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2006) in the

XSPEC package, fixing the inclination at 75∘, and found that these black

hole models fit the observed X-ray spectrum well. The fits required high in-

ner disk temperatures, kTin = 1.2− 1.8 keV, and a low normalization factor,

(Rin/D10)
2 cos i = 5− 25, where Rin is the inner radius of the disk in km, D10

is the distance in units of 10 kpc, and i is the orbital inclination. There are

degeneracies in the models between the mass of the compact object, the mass

accretion rate, and the distance, but the best models ranged from a 3 M⊙

black hole with a spin of a∗ > 0.82 at a distance of 10 kpc to a 16 M⊙ black

hole with a∗ ≈ 1 at a distance of 22 kpc. Nevertheless, the question remains:

Is the compact object in V1408 Aql really a black hole? A soft spectrum

does not necessarily require a black hole – many soft X-ray transients contain

neutron stars (Tanaka & Shibazaki, 1996). Yaqoob et al. (1993) argued that

the high values of kTin and low values of R2
in cos i deduced from fits to the

X-ray spectral energy distribution are more similar to their values for neutron

star systems than for black hole systems. The interpretation of fits to spectral
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energy distributions depends on the orbital inclination.

In this chapter we present new optical photometry of V1408 Aql. We re-

fine the orbital period and then model the orbital light curve. We achieve good

fits to the light curve with a model similar to that proposed by Thorstensen

(1987) in which the orbital modulation is due to the varying aspect of the

irradiated face of the secondary star. This model allows for the color change

observed by Hakala et al. (1999) because the irradiated face of the star is

cooler than the accretion disk, in effect adding red light when the irradiated

face of the star is towards the observer. We believe our model is more phys-

ically realistic than models that invoke a tall disk rim to produce the orbital

modulation, but it increases the range of possible orbital inclinations, which

adds ambiguity to the interpretation of the spectral energy distributions.

3.2 Observations and Data Reduction

We observed V1408 Aql from 2008 June 2 to June 7 UTC and again

from 2008 August 2 to August 7 using the Argos Prime Focus high-speed CCD

photometer (Nather & Mukadam, 2004) on the 2.1–m Otto Struve telescope

at McDonald Observatory. No data were obtained on June 6 and August 3–4

due to cloudy conditions. We used a filter equivalent to a combined BV R filter

with an effective wavelength range of 4130 Å – 7385 Å and an exposure time

of 10 seconds for all frames. The data were reduced with a combination of

IRAF routines and an IDL pipeline. Data reduction for the Argos photometer

is discussed in detail in Hynes et al. (2004) and Appendix A. We measured
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Figure 3.1 A BV R image of the field near V1408 Aql. V1408 Aql is identified
with vertical hash marks and the two comparison stars are circled. The image
dimensions are 2.′2× 2.′8 with north up and east to the left.

relative fluxes by dividing the flux from V1408 Aql by the total flux from two

nearby comparison stars in the frame. Figure 3.1 shows a stacked image of

three BV R images of the field of V1408 Aql for a thirty–second effective expo-

sure. V1408 Aql is indicated with vertical hash marks and the two comparison

stars are circled. These are the comparison stars numbered 6 and 8 in Margon

et al. (1978).
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3.3 The Optical Light Curve and the Orbital Period

To search for orbital variations we folded the light curve on a lin-

ear ephemeris with a period of 9.331 hr (see below) and an arbitrary To =

2454621.863. Figure 3.2 shows the phase-folded data from each night binned

into 350 equal-width phase bins. The error bars shown in the figure are based

on photon counting noise and do not include other noise sources, such as ac-

cretion disk flickering. Observations with errors greater than 0.001 in flux due

to poor seeing or clouds have been discarded. The light curve has a roughly

sinusoidal shape with a peak–to–valley amplitude of ∼ 30%. There are also

flickering variations with an amplitude of ∼ 5% of the median flux over an

interval of ∼ 0.15 in phase or ∼ 1.4 hours. There is no evidence of an eclipse.

The mean flux from V1408 Aql changes. The system was fainter in

June, brighter during the first two nights in August, and fading during August

6 and 7. The top panel of Figure 3.2 shows the fainter light curve, the middle

panel shows the brighter light curve, and the bottom panel shows the transition

light curve. The color and symbol combinations indicate the different nights of

observations. The dashed line is a sine curve fitted to the June data (top panel)

and shown in the middle and bottom panels for comparison. The brighter state

has ∼ 30% more flux than the fainter state, but the peak-to-valley amplitude

of the sinusoidal variations is nearly the same fraction of the median flux in

both states.

To determine the orbital period we first separately calculated the me-

dian of the fainter state and brighter state light curves and then subtracted the
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Figure 3.2 The binned light curve of V1408 Aql in its various luminosity states.
Each color and symbol combination indicate an individual night. Top Panel –
The fainter state from 2008 June 2–7. Middle Panel – Brighter state from 2008
August 2 & 5. Bottom Panel – Transition from the brighter state to fainter
state on 2008 August 6–7. The error bars are based on photon counting noise.
The dashed line in the middle and bottom panels are a sinusoidal fit to the
June data and shown to emphasize the change from the fainter flux level.
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medians to place the faint and bright light curves individually at zero median

flux. We then performed a Lomb-Scargle (L–S) period search, excluding the

transition light curves (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982). The L–S periodogram in

Figure 3.3 shows a series of peaks near the orbital period found by Thorstensen

(1987), with the two highest peaks at 9.331 ± 0.003 hr and 9.393± 0.003 hr.

All these peaks have vanishingly small false alarm probabilities, reflecting the

large amplitude of the orbital variation, but all are two-month aliases of each

other introduced by the two-month separation of our observing runs. Because

Thorstensen’s data were taken over a single 12-day interval and are not subject

to one- or two-month aliases, we have used his period to choose among the

aliases in our data. His period, 9.329±0.011 hr, agrees with the 9.331±0.003 hr

peak in the L–S periodogram to within a standard deviation and differs from

the other peaks in Figure 3.3 by six or more standard deviations. The orbital

ephemeris is, then,

T = 2454621.86(02) + 0.38877(13)E, (3.3.1)

where To is the time of maximum flux. We searched for, but did not find, any

periodic modulations at other frequencies in the optical data, in agreement

with Thorstensen (1987). We attribute the additional variability in the light

curve to non-periodic flickering.
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Figure 3.3 The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of V1408 Aql optical data. The
circle and error bar mark the 9.3288±0.011 hour period of Thorstensen (1987).
While the highest peak is at 2.5552 day−1, there is a peak that is in agreement
with the Thorstensen (1987) period at a frequency of 2.5722 ± 0.0001 day−1

or 9.331± 0.003 hours. It is this period that we adopt as the orbital period.
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Figure 3.4 The one day averaged X-ray light curve from RXTE ASM. The
ranges in time corresponding to the optical observations in Figure 3.2 are
indicated with the vertical lines.

3.4 The X-ray Light Curve and X-ray Periodicity Search

Figure 3.4 shows the one-day-averaged light curve from the RXTE All

Sky Monitor (ASM)1 during 2008 May to August. The times of our optical

observations are also shown in the figure. The times when V1408 Aql is faint

at optical wavelengths correspond to a fairly constant, average X-ray flux level.

When V1408 Aql is brighter or in transition, the X-ray flux is slightly higher,

but the difference is not statistically significant.

1Data provided by the ASM/RXTE teams at MIT and at the RXTE SOF and GOF at
NASA’s GSFC. http://xte.mit.edu
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Periodicities in the X-ray light curve were searched for from 1996 Jan-

uary to 2008 October in dwell-by-dwell samples using both a least-squares sine

curve periodogram and a L–S periodogram. The L–S periodograms in Figures

3.5 and 3.6 are fully-generalized L–S periodograms (Zechmeister & Kürster,

2009). This method is an improvement over the original L–S periodogram

because it includes the weights of individual data points and it allows for non-

zero means. The periodograms have been normalized assuming the noise is

white. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 also show least squares sine fit periodograms for

comparison.

Figure 3.5 shows the periodograms of the X-ray light curve near the

orbital period. The open circle with error bars marks a frequency of 2.5726

day−1 corresponding to the orbital period from Thorstensen (1987); and the

dashed line marks a frequency of 2.5722 day−1 corresponding to the 9.331-hour

orbital period from our data. The horizontal dashed line is drawn at the L–S

power level for which the false alarm probability is 99%. The dot at 2.5758

day−1 marks the “marginal detection” at P = 9.3175 hours from Levine &

Corbet (2006). There are no significant peaks in the periodogram at this or

any other frequency between 2.54 and 2.6 day−1. Thus, there is no evidence

for any modulation of the X-ray flux at periods near the orbital period. Figure

3.6 shows the low frequency periodograms. Nowak & Wilms (1999) reported

a 117 day period in the RXTE light curve, and Wijnands et al. (2002) suggest

the existence of several other long periods. The extra power at low frequencies

(ie, at and below 0.01 day−1) is real, but we attribute this excess power to
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Figure 3.5 The weighted sinusoid fit (top) and weighted Lomb-Scargle peri-
odogram (bottom) of V1408 Aql X-ray data from RXTE. The dot-dash line
in the bottom panel indicates the 99% false alarm probability, meaning there
is a 99% chance of finding a false alarm peak at this level. Thus, all of the
peaks are consistent with noise. The open circle with error bars marks the
orbital frequency of Thorstensen (1987). The dashed line marks the orbital
period in Equation 3.3.1 as determined from our optical data. The dot marks
P = 9.3175 hours or 2.5758 day−1, corresponding to the “marginal detection”
of Levine & Corbet (2006).
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Figure 3.6 The weighted sinusoid fit (top) and weighted Lomb-Scargle peri-
odogram (bottom) of V1408 Aql X-ray data from RXTE at low frequencies.
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non-periodic variations or perhaps transient periodic variations in the X-ray

light curve.

3.5 A Model for the Orbital Light Curve

We modeled the orbital light curve of V1408 Aql using our light curve

synthesis program2 for X-ray binaries (Bayless et al., 2010a). The program

assumes the orbital eccentricity is zero, that the primary star is a point source

surrounded by an accretion disk, and that the secondary star fills its Roche

Lobe. The accretion disk can have a complicated geometry. It can be non-

circular, non-axisymmetric, and spotted, and can have structures that extend

vertically out of the plane of the disk, such as an interior torus and a tall

disk rim. The program uses stellar atmospheres from Kurucz (1996) for the

spectrum of the secondary star and a blackbody spectrum for all other struc-

tures. It allows for heating by irradiation but not for second-order heating by

the irradiated surfaces. Light curves can be calculated for a Johnson/Cousins

filter or for a square bandpass over a specified wavelength range. Because we

observed with a broadband BV R filter, we used the square bandpass option

with wavelength range 4130 Å – 7385 Å.

The X-ray spectrum of V1408 Aql is remarkably simple. Nowak et al.

(2008) suggest that it “...may be the cleanest disk spectrum with which to

study modern disk models.” As we noted in the introduction, the continuum

2A full description of the program is available at
http://pisces.as.utexas.edu/robinson/XRbinary.pdf.
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can be modeled with just a multi-temperature black body disk, perhaps with

a weak optically-thin Comptonized corona. With the possible exception of

the Fe K-line, there are no strong emission lines. The spectrum does have

absorption lines, but Nowak et al. (2008) attribute the lines to absorption

in hot phase interstellar material in the line of sight to V1408 Aql. The

X-ray light curve shows no periodicities that might be attributable to disk

warping, super-humps, precession, or other disk asymmetries. Thus, neither

the X-ray spectrum nor the X-ray light curve require complex disk structures.

We are also loathe to invoke a tall variable-height rim at the outer edge of

the disk to modulate the orbital light curve. As we have noted in previous

chapters, tall rims are highly unphysical, requiring either supersonic turbulence

or temperatures much higher than expected near the edge of the disk.

We have, therefore, adopted a thin, axisymmetric disk in our model.

Unless it is eclipsed by the secondary star, the only effect of the disk is to add

constant flux to the light curve and irradiate the secondary star. The only

source of orbital modulation is the varying aspect of the irradiated secondary

star. This simple model has just five significant parameters: the mass ratio,

the orbital inclination, the zero point in orbital phase, the X-ray flux from

the central source, which heats the secondary star, and an additional constant

optical flux from the disk, which also heats the secondary star.

The model yields synthetic light curves that fit the observed orbital

light curves equally well for a wide range of parameters. Because of this,

we abandoned any attempt to define “best” values for the mass ratio and
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orbital inclination and, instead, explored the range of parameters that yield

acceptable fits. We considered three mass ratios, q = M2/Mx = 0.3, 0.1, and

0.025, roughly corresponding to a compact object that is a neutron star, a low

mass black hole, and a high mass black hole. For each mass ratio we fit light

curve models for inclinations of 10∘, 20∘, 50∘, 65∘, and 70∘, plus some models

at 5∘, 75∘, and 80∘. For concreteness, we set the mass of the companion star

to 0.4 M⊙, but the mass has no effect on the synthetic light curve except to

prevent the un-irradiated surface of the secondary from producing significant

flux. We fit the light curves of the fainter and brighter states of V1408 Aql

separately.

We quantified the quality of the fits with �2, using the simplex algo-

rithm (Nelder & Mead, 1965) in IDL to find the values of the three remaining

three parameters that minimized �2. The flickering in the light curve means

that �2 must, however, be viewed with caution. Because of the flickering the

light curves from individual nights can differ from the mean light curve by

much more than the standard deviation of the measurements, which greatly

increases �2. As a result, the absolute value of �2 loses its meaning. Nev-

ertheless, the relative values of �2 retain their utility for measuring relative

qualities of fit.

The model light curves have eclipses at inclinations greater than ∼

75∘ depending on the mass ratio and adopted size for the disk. These high

inclinations are eliminated by the lack of eclipses in the observed light curve.

Figure 3.7 shows models for the fainter observations at an inclination of 70∘ for
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Figure 3.7 Optimized models for the fainter observations from 2008 June at
an inclination of 70∘ for q = 0.3 (top, red line), q = 0.1 (middle, green line),
and q = 0.025 (bottom, blue line). The models have been offset by 0.25 in
normalized flux for clarity. The minimum of the light curve in all cases is flat
bottomed.

q = 0.3 (top, red line), q = 0.1 (middle, green line), and q = 0.025 (bottom,

blue line). At this inclination the best fitting model light curve has a flat

bottom at minimum light. This occurs without an eclipse because the back of

the secondary star is dark and the irradiated face is hidden from view for part

of the orbit. As there is no evidence of a flat bottom in the observed optical

light curves, the upper limit on the orbital inclination is ∼ 70∘.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show models at inclinations i = 20∘ and i = 65∘

for q = 0.3 (Figure 3.8) and for q = 0.025 (Figure 3.9). Models that have
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an inclination under 50∘ fit marginally better than higher inclinations, with

the i = 20∘ model having the best fit, but the differences are not statistically

significant. The main difference between the models is the increasing fraction

of disk flux with increasing inclination. The i = 65∘ models have ∼ 88% of the

optical flux coming from the disk. At i = 20∘ the disk contribution is down

to ∼ 68% of the total optical flux. At i = 10∘ it is down to ∼ 40% and at

i = 5∘ there is no longer a disk contribution. Table 3.1 shows the percentage

of disk flux as a function of inclination. This must be so as a bright disk

at low inclinations would wash out the sinusoidal signal from the irradiated

star. The total flux from the disk is a function of its surface brightness and

surface area. It is not possible to extract these two effects separately from

the available data. We show below that the flux from the disk is bluer than

the flux from the irradiated face of the secondary star. For this to be true in

the low–inclination models, the disks in the low–inclination models must be

smaller than in the higher–inclination models. The flickering in the light curve

shows that the disk produces a significant amount of flux in the optical, so the

inclination should be greater than i ∼ 20∘.

While we fit the models to each luminosity state separately, the best

fitting models in each case are nearly identical. The only difference between

the models is the value of the overall scale factor needed to match the model

light curve to the observed light curve. This is because the amplitude of

the modulation scales with the mean of the light curve. This effect happens

naturally in our model if most of the optical light is reprocessed X-ray flux.
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Figure 3.8 In this figure through Figure 3.9 the light curve is characterized
by an irradiated secondary star plus a constant light meant to mimic an ax-
isymmetric, uneclipsed accretion disk. The differences between these models
are mass ratio, orbital inclination, and the fainter light curve versus brighter
light curve. This figure contains the synthetic light curve models for q = 0.3
at an inclination of 20∘ and 65∘. The left hand panels are in the fainter state
while the right hand panels are in the brighter state. The solid line is a fit to
the observed light curve. The dashed line is the relative contribution from the
accretion disk only.
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Figure 3.9 Same as Figure 3.8 but for q = 0.025.

Table 3.1 Fraction of optical flux from the accretion disk as a function of
inclination.

Fraction of Disk Flux
i (deg) Faint Bright

5 4.78× 10−5 1.01× 10−4

10 0.337 0.334
20 0.683 0.666
30 0.784 0.759
40 0.830 0.808
50 0.857 0.839
65 0.880 0.876
70 0.884 0.869
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Hakala et al. (1999) noted that V1408 Aql becomes bluer at orbital

phases where it is fainter and argued that this cannot be produced by variations

in flux from an irradiated secondary star. We also examined color variations

in the system. Figure 3.10 shows the relative B − V color change with phase

for the best fitting models for the fainter state for all three mass ratios and

i = 20∘ and 65∘. However, we can reproduce this effect in our models. If the

characteristic temperature of the irradiatively heated face of the secondary

star is cooler than the characteristic temperature of the disk, the system is

automatically bluer at minimum flux. The exact temperatures depend on the

parameters of the model, but in all of our models the mean temperature of the

disk is hotter than the maximum temperature of the irradiated star. In this

model the bluer minimum is dominated by the disk while the redder maximum

is the disk plus an additional redder flux from the heated star.

3.6 Summary

Our optical observations of V1408 Aql show that the mean luminosity

of the system can change on time scales of a few hours. Without knowing

the mean flux level of the light curve for each night, disentangling a change

in mean brightness from a change due to orbital variations is difficult. We

believe this is why Russell et al. (2010) did not detect the orbital period in

their optical data. This problem may also plague the RXTE data and could

hide low-amplitude orbital modulations in the X-ray light curve.

Our model for the optical light curve of V1408 Aql is far simpler than
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Figure 3.10 The relative B−V color change with phase for our best 2008 June
models. The color of the model light curves is bluer during minimum. This
occurs because the temperature of the irradiated face of the star is cooler than
the disk temperature.
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that of Hakala et al. (1999). We require only a thin, flat, uneclipsed, axisym-

metric accretion disk and an irradiated secondary star. The orbital modula-

tion is caused entirely by the varying aspect of the secondary star with orbital

phase. The same model works for all mean light levels and does not require a

thick disk, any significant disk rim, or disk warping.

At inclinations higher than 70∘ the model orbital light curves flatten out

at minimum light. As there is no evidence of a flat minimum in the observed

light curve, we place an upper limit of ∼ 70∘ on the orbital inclination. We

can fit a model with any orbital inclination from 5∘ to 70∘ by changing only

the flux contributed by the disk and the amount of irradiation heating of the

secondary star, with higher inclinations having a greater fraction of the flux

from the disk. We argue that the inclination should be greater than i ∼ 20∘.

At inclinations less than this the disk no longer contributes enough optical flux

to account for the rapid flickering. Thus, within the confines of this model,

we expect the orbital inclination to be 20∘ − 70∘. While we can not constrain

the inclination more tightly, we note that our model allows significantly lower

inclinations than the ∼ 75∘ required by the models used by Hakala et al.

(1999).

Figure 8 in Russell et al. (2010) plots the optical flux against the X-

ray flux for V1408 Aql and other LMXBs. The distance to V1408 Aql is

unknown, but Russell et al. (2010) adopt three distances for comparison. If

the distance is ∼ 7 kpc, the luminosity places V1408 Aql with the neutron

star atoll and pulsar sources. If the distance is ∼ 20 kpc, then V1408 Aql sits
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between neutron star and soft state BH sources. If the distance is ∼ 40 kpc,

V1408 Aql has a luminosity similar to other soft state BH or some neutron

star Z-sources. As noted above, the normalization of the X-ray spectrum is

low with (Rkm/D10kpc)
2 cos i ∼ 10. Our lower inclination indicates a smaller

inner disk radius and/or a large distance, favoring the distant soft state BH

case. However, V1408 Aql would be an unusual black hole binary as the system

remains in a state that is neither quiescent nor outburst. The lower inclination

permitted by our model would favor a rapidly rotating BH as the inner disk

radius could be smaller, making it easier to account for the normalization.

The faster a BH rotates, the smaller the radius of the inner most stable orbit

becomes. Thus, a lower orbital inclination lends supports the models of Nowak

et al. (2008). Our results add to the growing circumstantial evidence indicating

that V1408 Aql contains a rapidly rotating BH.
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Chapter 4

Additional Light Curves and Spectra of

V1408 Aql (=4U 1957+115)

4.1 Introduction

We obtained additional light curves of V1408 Aql with the Otto Struve

2.1 meter telescope using the Argos photometer in 2009 June and September.

The photometry was reduced in the same manner as described in Chapter

3 and Appendix A. The new light curves have allowed a refinement of the

orbital period, removing the two month aliasing discussed in chapter 3 and

allowing for phasing of the light curve across multiple observing seasons. We

also obtained time resolved spectroscopy of V1408 Aql with the Hobby Eberly

Telescope (HET) to determine how the spectrum changes with orbital phase.

Ideally, we would be able to measure the Doppler shift in any emission lines

with orbital phase. These emission features may come from the accretion

disk or from the irradiated face of the secondary star. We then would have

a radial velocity curve for the system. The radial velocity variations, if from

the irradiated face of the secondary star, allows a mass determination and,

thus, the nature of the compact object as described in Chapter 1 and Hilditch

(2001)
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4.2 Additional Light Curves and an Updated Ephemeris

We obtained additional photometry of V1408 Aql on 2009 June 24–

27 and 2009 September 19–25, minus September 24 due to inclement weather.

The phase folded light curves on the new ephemeris (Equation 4.2.1) are shown

in Figure 4.4 for 2009 June and September. As noted prior the light curve is

highly variable in flux, even from night to night. In order to compare the

2009 data with the 2008 data we used the polynomial fit to the 2008 June

’faint’ state as the average light curve and shifted the 2009 data to this flux

level. We then subtracted the median of these light curves and removed any

points with large error as described in Chapter 3. We first performed a L–S

analysis on only the 2009 data. The top panel of Figure 4.1 shows the same L–

S periodogram of the 2008 data as shown in Figure 3.3 and the bottom panels

shows the L–S periodogram of the 2009 data. The maximum peak in the

2008 periodogram is at a frequency of 2.555 day−1, but the peak closest to the

frequency published by Thorstensen (1987) is at 2.572 day−1. The maximum

peak in the 2009 periodogram is at a frequency of 2.594 day−1. The nearest

peak to the Thorstensen (1987) period is at 2.571 day−1.

Note that the 2008 data has a two month alias and the 2009 data has a

three month alias, which means the spacing of the aliases is different. The only

overlapping alias near the Thorstensen (1987) period is 2.571 day−1, uniquely

identifying this as the correct alias. Combining the 2008 and 2009 photometry

produces the new L–S periodogram is shown in Figure 4.2. The orbital period

is evident in Figure 4.2 at a frequency of 2.5715± 0.0006 day−1 giving a new
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Figure 4.1 Top Panel. – The 2008 L–S periodogram from Figure 3.3. The
maximum peak in the 2008 periodogram is at a frequency of 2.555 day−1,
but the peak closest to the published frequency of 2.573 day−1 (Thorstensen,
1987) is at 2.572 day−1. Bottom Panel. – The 2009 L–S periodogram. The
maximum peak in the 2009 periodogram is at a frequency of 2.594 day−1. The
nearest peak to the published period is at 2.571 day−1.
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Figure 4.2 A new Lomb–Scargle periodogram using the photometry from both
2008 and 2009. The two month alias shown in Figure 3.3 is gone and the
period is better determined. The open circle with error bar is the original
period of Thorstensen (1987). The square marks the orbital period using only
the 2008 light curve. The triangle marks the orbital period from only the 2009
light curve.

orbital ephemeris of

T = 2454621.82(02) + 0.38888(8)E, (4.2.1)

where To in the ephemeris is the time of maximum light in the sinusoidal light

curve. The large error on the To is caused by the flickering variations and the

intrinsic changes in brightness in the light curve.

The data from 2008 phase-folded on this new ephemeris is shown in

Figure 4.3. The 2009 June and September light curves are phased on this
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ephemeris and shown in Figure 4.4. Both the 2009 June and September pho-

tometry indicate that the system was in the faint state, similar to the June

2008 light curve, during these observations.

4.3 New Spectra of V1408 Aql

Shahbaz et al. (1996) measured an average spectrum of V1408 Aql using

the 4.2–meter William Herschel Telescope in the wavelength range 4600–9700

Å. This spectrum is characterized by a blue continuum with weak emission

lines of He II, H�, and H�. Because the system is faint in the optical with

a V−band magnitude of 18.7, obtaining time resolved spectroscopy with ade-

quate signal–to–noise is difficult and the radial velocity curve (RV) has never

been measured. As discussed in chapter 3 the mass of the compact object in

this system is unknown. A useful datum for determining the mass would be

the amplitude of the companion star’s radial velocity curve.

We observed V1408 Aql in the third trimester of 2009 with the HET,

using the Low Resolution Spectrograph (LRS) to obtain time resolved spectra.

The science goal was to measure the RV curve for the H� emission line as

well as any other lines that might be present in the spectrum. The queue

scheduling of the HET is not entirely ideal for this problem as we wanted

to observe the system near the maximum and minimum radial velocity of

the system, occurring at the quadrature phases. To ensure this we asked for

eight observations at random orbital phases and two additional time–critical

observations at orbital phases missed by the first eight.
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Figure 4.3 The 2008 photometry now phased on the ephemeris in Equation
4.2.1. Each color and symbol combination indicate an individual night. See
Figure 3.2 for reference. Top Panel – The fainter state from 2008 June 2–
7. Middle Panel – Brighter state from 2008 August 2 & 5. Bottom Panel –
Transition from the brighter state to fainter state on 2008 August 6–7. The
error bars are based on photon counting noise. The dashed line in the middle
and bottom panels are a sinusoidal fit to the June data and shown to emphasize
the change from the fainter flux level.
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Figure 4.4 Top Panel – Light Curve from 2009 June 23–27. Bottom Panel –
Light Curve from 2009 September 19–25. Each color and symbol combination
indicate an individual observing night. The error bars are based on photon
counting noise.
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Table 4.1 Summary of spectra from the HET of V1408 Aql taken in 2009.

Date Grism Orbital Phase1

Aug. 14 g3 0.17
Sept. 28 g2 0.88
Oct. 07 g2 0.03
Oct. 10 g2 0.74
Oct. 14 g2 0.03
Oct. 15 g2 0.60
Oct. 16 g2 0.17
Oct. 20 g2 0.81
Nov. 07 g3 0.10
Nov. 11 g2 0.38

1As determined from the new ephemeris (Equation 4.2.1).

The set up for the LRS allows for two of the assorted grisms to be

available per night. The availability of the grisms rotates depending on the

science programs and scheduling. To increase our chances of being in the

scheduled queue, we allowed for either of two grisms, the g2 with a resolution

of R = Δ�/� = 1300 and the g3 with R = 1900. Both of these grisms

include the H� line in their spectral range. We eventually obtained eight

spectrograms with g2 and two with g3, with a signal–to–noise of ∼ 20 for

each. The observations are summarized in Table 4.1.

The spectra were reduced with a series of IRAF scripts (J. Barentine,

private communication). First, the task zerocombine and flatcombine were

used to create a master bias and flat. Then, the task ccdproc trimmed the

object and comparison lamp spectral images and applied the bias and flat.
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The task apall is used to define an aperture to trace down the CCD image

and extract the spectra. The task identify was used to assign wavelengths to

emission lines in the comparison lamp spectrum. The xenon lamp spectrum

was used when available and the neon lamp otherwise. Using this pixel–to–

wavelength scale the task dispcor converts the object spectrum into wavelength

space. Finally, there is a shift applied for the heliocentric correction.

Figure 4.5 shows the eight spectrograms obtained with the g2 grism

in the order listed in Table 4.1. The g2 spectrograms have a useful spectral

range of 4600–7300 Å except the night of October 7 which is shifted and spans

4360–6870 Å. The spectra are featureless continua except for a weak emission

line near 4680 Å, which is likely He II, an absorption doublet of Na D near

5890 Å, and possibly a very weak H� line at 6554 Å on the night of October

16 (green line, third from the bottom in Figure 4.5). The remaining features

are incompletely subtracted sky lines or cosmic rays. The average of these 8

spectra are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 shows the two spectrograms obtained with the g3 grism,

covering a wavelength range of 6200–9100 Å. The A and B atmospheric bands

are at 7606 Å and 6873 Å respectively. The forest of features redward of

the A band are incompletely subtracted sky lines, mostly from OH−. OH− is

difficult to cleanly subtract from the science spectrum at these wavelengths.

In the August 14 spectrum the H� line is evident at 6561 Å, but not visible

in the November 7 spectrum.

It is clear that the H� line in V1408 Aql is highly variable. Our spectra
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Figure 4.5 The eight g2 spectra of V1408 Aql. The order from top to bottom is the same order as the g2
spectra in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.2 Centroid wavelength of the He II emission line.

Date Centroid Wavelength (Å) Orbital Phase1

Sept. 28 4680.12 0.88
Oct. 07 4682.67 0.03
Oct. 10 4683.80 0.74
Oct. 14 4682.83 0.03
Oct. 15 4681.02 0.60
Oct. 16 4680.23 0.17
Oct. 20 4681.19 0.81
Nov. 11 4683.38 0.38

1As determined from the new ephemeris (Equation 4.2.1).

Figure 4.6 The average of the g2 spectra of V1408 Aql. There may be a weak
H� feature evident in the combined spectrum. The rest of the features are
incompletely subtracted sky lines.
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Figure 4.7 The two g3 spectra of V1408 Aql. The tick marks are identified
cosmic rays. The forest of lines redward of the A Band are incompletely
subtracted sky lines likely due to highly variable OH−.
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had a similar signal–to–noise ratio as the average spectrum in Shahbaz et al.

(1996). If the emission line were of the same strength when we observed

V1408 Aql as when Shahbaz et al. (1996) observed it, we would have easily

seen it. Perhaps coincidentally, the only two detections of H� in our spectra

both occurred at phase 0.17 on August 14 and October 16. Because of this, we

can not determine a RV curve from this set of spectra. We can only conclude

that the hydrogen Balmer emission lines in this system are weak and variable.

This behavior is reminiscent of that in Cyg X–2 where the H� emission flickers

in strength (Dubus et al., 2004). Any flickering in the emission line would be

enhanced due to the intrinsic weakness of the line. In systems were the H �

line is strong, such as X1735–444 (Smale & Corbet, 1991), flickering is less

prominent. The central wavelength of the He II line varies by almost 4 Å

between the observations, but the variations do not appear to correlate with

orbital phase. The Na D lines are very noisy, plagued by the incomplete

subtraction of sky lines. The Na D absorption is likely from the interstellar

medium and should appear at a constant wavelength. However, these lines,

when visible, appear to Doppler shift by 8–10 Å, although the low signal–to–

noise makes this unclear. There are other sky lines in emission that do remain

at a constant wavelength. Thus, the wavelength calibration from spectrum to

spectrum should be correct. The shifts in these lines, if real, appear random,

not trending with either orbital phase or the He II line. Thus, we cannot use

these lines to measure orbital radial velocity variations.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation has presented a new study of two low mass X-ray

binaries, 4U 1822–371 and V1408 Aql. We developed models for these systems

that are simpler and more plausible than earlier models.

4U1822–371: 4U 1822–371 is the prototypical accretion disk corona

source (ADC). In these systems the majority of the X-ray radiation is hidden

from the line of sight from large vertical disk structures in edge–on disks. The

ADC constitutes only a few percent of the X-ray flux in high accretion rate

systems, making the ratio of LX/Lopt ∼ 15 − 50 (White et al., 1981). The

ADC is optically thick to electron scattering with �e ∼ 20. In face–on disks

the inner disk is visible and overwhelms the faint ADC. The obscuring vertical

structure is evident in the UV and optical light curves. The eclipse is broad

and shallow indicating that the companion star is eclipsing both a large radial

and vertical structure.

In prior models, the vertical extent was explained by a tall, bright disk

rim with a height up to 29% the disk radius (White & Holt, 1982; Hellier &

Mason, 1989). This is unphysical. If supported by gas pressure, the edge of

the disk would need to be > 105 K. If supported by supersonic turbulence,
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the gas velocity is ∼ Mach 10. These models also have the ADC optically

thin in optical and infrared wavelengths, yet still optically thick to electron

scattering.

We began modeling our UV spectrophotometric light curves and optical

photometry with models similar to that of Hellier & Mason (1989). These

models included variations of an optically thin ADC with a large disk rim

and models with irradiation. In all of these models the disk rim has the same

unphysical height as before. An additional problem is that the models that do

fit the observed light curve still have the inner disk visible over the top of the

rim, in violation of the ADC criteria. Thus, we are forced to reject all models

of this family and explore a new option.

In this new model the disk rim is replaced by a monochromatic, UV

emitting, toroidal disk wind. The wind is optically thick, which means the

inner disk, indeed nearly all the disk, is hidden from the line of sight. This

causes the observed monochromatic temperature distribution needed to fit the

eclipse depth. A second indication of a strong wind is also seen in the strong,

broad C IV emission line in the UV spectrum. This emission line is Doppler

broadened by 4400 km s−1 and is present at all orbital phases, meaning that it

is emanating from a region at a large vertical distance above and below the disk

plane. A final clue is the rapidly changing orbital period, giving the accretion

rate from the secondary star to the disk up to four times the Eddingtion limit.

This requires that a large fraction of the mass be lost in an outflow.

The wind alone can not fit the entire out–of–eclipse variations in the
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light curve. To fit the complete light curve we require a darker, cooler, variable

height base to the wind. The height of the cooler base extends vertically up to

ℎ/r = 0.15, but unlike a disk rim it does not need any pressure support since

it is not in hydrostatic equilibrium. This cooler region does vary azimuthally

over time. The light curves from 2006 have the maximum height of the wind

base in line with the secondary star, giving a more symmetric light curve. In

2005 the maximum height shifted to the approximate location of where the

tidal stream impacts the disk, giving the observed asymmetry. Thus, we have

a consistent picture for this binary and the first observational evidence for an

optically thick wind in LMXBs.

V1408 Aql: Prior to this study there were two conflicting models for

V1408 Aql. The first was from Thorstensen (1987) who observed a sinusoidal

light curve over twelve days. This model explains the sinusoidal modulations

with an irradiated secondary star whose brighter face goes into and out of

view. Hakala et al. (1999) has photometry over two days, covering only one

orbit of the binary, but in five color filters. Their light curve is less sinusoidal

and the system becomes bluer when fainter. They conclude that the light

curve modulation is from a variable height disk rim and not an irradiated star.

This model must have a fairly edge–on inclination, ∼ 75∘, but not so high as

to cause more than a grazing eclipse.

The Hakala et al. (1999) model has been the favored model for the

system for the last decade and was adopted by Nowak et al. (2008) to fit

X-ray spectra. The high inclination leads to the conclusion that the system
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contains a black hole and perhaps a rapidly rotating black hole. The extensive

photometry presented in this dissertation calls into question this model. The

sinusoidal shape of our light curve indicates that the modulation is due to

the irradiated face of the secondary star going into and out of view. This

model has a very flat, classical disk that causes very little shadowing on the

companion star. This model allows a wide range of inclinations from 20∘−70∘,

irrespective of mass ratio. This explains the bluer when fainter observation

since at the minimum in the orbital phases we see only the blue disk. During

the maximum light in the orbit we see the disk plus added red light from the

irradiated star. The average brightness of the entire system also changes on

occasion. However, the amplitude of the light curve does not change with the

change in brightness. The brighter state is caused by an increase flux from the

disk.

It is impossible to determine the nature of the compact object in

V1408 Aql from photometry alone. In an attempt limit the orbital inclination

from spectroscopy, we received time on the HET to obtain a radial velocity

curve of at least the H� emission line. This proved impossible as the line is

always weak and can disappear entirely. There is an indication of a possible

Bowen emission line near 4880 Å, from a blue shifted He II line. Note that the

H� line is also blue shifted to 6560 Å in the one spectra where the line is clear,

perhaps indicating a systemic velocity of the system. This possible Bowen line

is also unusual in that if it were a traditional florescent line emanating from the

irradiated face of the star, it would Doppler shift with the orbital period. This
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emission line, while shifting by almost 4 Å from minimum to maximum shift,

is not shifting with orbital phase. It is not clear if there is another periodicity

or if the shift is random. This is also true of the Na D absorption line, which

shifts as much as 10 Å. However, again, the shift is not with orbital phase,

nor is the shift with the He II line. Curiously the Na D line should not have

a Doppler shift, since it is likely from the interstellar medium. The other sky

lines from spectrum to spectrum do line up at the same wavelengths. Thus,

we have some confidence in the wavelength solution and an unsolved problem

with this line.

As shown in this dissertation, a common practice among many models

for LMXBs are to explain orbital variations with a large disk rim. The rims

required are often larger than predicted by theoretical models. The classic �–

model disk gives a ratio of a disk height to radius of∼ 0.015, while observations

need disk rim heights of 0.15 of the disk radius or more. While large rims may

be required in some systems, this dissertation presents two alternatives to this

model. We also show in this dissertation that the traditional accretion disk,

which works well for many cataclysmic variable white dwarf systems, does not

work for an increasing number of LMXBs. The disks in LMXBs can have

winds, warps, asymmetries, and be precessing. The higher energies from the

disk also highly irradiate the secondary star, meaning that there is a significant

amount of flux in the optical from the star which must be taken into account

when modeling these systems.
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Appendix A

IDL/IRAF Pipeline for the Argos Photometer

The pipeline for the Argos photometer on the 2.1–meter Otto Struve

telescope at McDonald Observatory was originally developed by Robert I.

Hynes. Included here is an updated version of the pipeline. Before running

the three part IDL code, a master dark and flat must be created in IRAF

with darkcombine and flatcombine in the package ccdred. In this version of

the pipeline, do not trim the master dark and master flat. This will be done

automatically as part of the pipeline and ensures that the calibration images

and the object images are trimmed to the same size. An illumination fits image

is also needed that describes the functional form of the CCD. If the flats are

uniformly illuminated, the illumination file should have all pixels with the

value of 1. A master bias should not be used for Argos images. The bias level

is variable from image to image meaning the bias must be measured for each

image. However, since Argos does not have an overscan region, the bias is

measured by using a map of dead pixels as part of the code reduce.pro.

The first code of the three in the pipeline is reduce.pro. This code

applies calibration images to each of the object images. All of the input pa-

rameters are in the “Define Parameters” section at the top of the code. The
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directory is the directory where the object images are. These images will be

over written with the reduced images. The master image is an output image

of the added reduced images. “images.lis” is a text file listing all of the im-

age names, usually created with the UNIX command “ls *.fits > images.lis”.

illumfile, darkfile, and flatfile are the complete path name of the master cali-

bration images. The right ascension and declination of the target object are

defined numerically and as a string. Lastly, the of the observatory’s latitude,

longitude, and altitude in meters are defined. The values listed below are for

McDonald Observatory.

pro argos_reduce

reftime = systime(/seconds)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; DEFINE PARAMETERS

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;Define image directory

directory = ’/data2/pisces/baylessa/V1408Aql_red/09sept25/’

; Define average image

masterimage = directory + ’MASTER.fits’

; Define input image list
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imagelist = directory + ’images.lis’

; Define calibration files

illumfile = ’ILLUM.fits’

darkfile = directory + ’dark10/DARK.fits’

flatfile = directory + ’flat/FLAT.fits’

; Define object position (J2000)

ra_h = 19.0

ra_m = 59.0

ra_s = 24.21

dec_d = 11.0

dec_m = 42.0

dec_s = 32.4

ra_str = ’19:59:24.21’

dec_str = ’11:42:32.4’

;Define observatory position

;(output from Iraf Observatory database)

obs_lat = 30.6716667

obs_long = -104.0216667

obs_alt = 2075.0
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; DO INITIAL PROCESSING

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; Calculate coordinates in degrees

ra = 15.0 * ten(ra_h, ra_m, ra_s)

dec = ten(dec_d, dec_m, dec_s)

; Read in calibration files

dark = readfits(darkfile)

flat = readfits(flatfile)

illum = readfits(illumfile)

; Normalize flats

flat = flat / avg(flat)

illum = illum / avg(illum)

; Combine flats

flat = flat * illum

; Read in image list

readcol, imagelist, rootnames, format = ’(A)’

n = n_elements(rootnames)
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; Initialize master image

master = fltarr(510,510)

dummy = readfits(directory + rootnames[0] + ’.fits’, hdr0)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; CALIBRATE IMAGES

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;Trim dark and flat image

dark = dark[2:511,2:511]

flat = flat[2:511,2:511]

for i=0,n-1 do begin

; Read in image

print, ’Reading image ’ + rootnames[i] + ’...’

data = readfits(directory + rootnames[i] + ’.fits’, hdr)

; Trim

data = data[2:511,2:511]

; Dark subtract

data = data - dark
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; Residual bias correction

bias = [reform(data[176,222:508]), $

reform(data[187,333:508])]

data = data - avg(bias)

; Flat field data

data = data / flat

; Left hand bad columns

data[176,230:509] = 0.667 * data[175,230:509] + $

0.333 * data[178,230:509]

data[177,230:509] = 0.333 * data[175,230:509] + $

0.667 * data[178,230:509]

data[175,220:229] = 0.667 * data[174,220:229] + $

0.333 * data[178,220:229]

data[176,220:229] = 0.5 * data[174,220:229] + $

0.5 * data[178,220:229]

data[177,220:229] = 0.333 * data[174,220:229] + $

0.667 * data[178,220:229]

; Right hand bad columns
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data[187,337:509] = 0.667 * data[186,337:509] + $

0.333 * data[190,337:509]

data[188,337:509] = 0.333 * data[186,337:509] + $

0.667 * data[190,337:509]

data[186,331:336] = 0.667 * data[185,331:336] + $

0.333 * data[190,331:336]

data[187,331:336] = 0.5 * data[185,331:336] + $

0.5 * data[190,331:336]

data[188,331:336] = 0.333 * data[185,331:336] + $

0.667 * data[190,331:336]

; Hot pixels\

data[0,139] = avg([data[0:1,140], $

data[1,139], $

data[0:1,138]])

hpx = [23,89,101,214]

hpy = [276,213,112,375]

for j = 0,n_elements(hpx)-1 do begin

data[hpx[j],hpy[j]] = $

avg([data[hpx[j]-1:hpx[j]+1, hpy[j]+1], $
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data[hpx[j]-1, hpy[j]], $

data[hpx[j]+1, hpy[j]], $

data[hpx[j]-1:hpx[j]+1, hpy[j]-1]])

endfor

; Extract date and time

datestr = sxpar(hdr, ’DATE-OBS’) + ’ ’ + sxpar(hdr, ’UTC’)

dateobs = date_conv(datestr, ’VECTOR’)

exptime = float(sxpar(hdr, ’EXPTIME’))

; Midpoint UTC in seconds after midnight

utc = dateobs[2]*3600.0d0 + dateobs[3]*60.0d0 $

+ dateobs[4] + exptime/2.0

; Julian date on January 0.0

juldate, [dateobs[0], 1.0, 0.0], jd

; Julian date of observation

jd = jd + dateobs[1] + utc / 86400.0d0

; Heliocentric Julian date

hjd = helio_jd(jd, ra, dec)
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; Calculate Alt-Azimuth coordinates and airmass

eq2hor, ra, dec, jd + 2400000.0d0, alt, az, $

lat = obs_lat, lon = obs_long, altitude = obs_alt

zd = (90.0 - alt) / 180.0 * !pi

airmass = 1.0 / cos(zd)

; Update header

sxaddpar,hdr,’DARKFILE’, darkfile, ’Dark used’

sxaddpar,hdr,’FLATFILE’, flatfile, ’Flatfield used’

sxaddpar,hdr,’ILLFILE’,illumfile,’Illumination correction used’

sxaddpar,hdr,’BIASERR’, avg(bias), ’Residual bias subtracted’

sxaddpar,hdr,’UT-SEC’,utc,’Midpoint UTC, seconds after midnight’

sxaddpar,hdr,’JD’, jd, ’Midpoint reduced Julian date’

sxaddpar,hdr,’HJD’,hjd, $

’Midpoint Heliocentric reduced Julian date’

sxaddpar,hdr,’RA’, ra_str, ’RA’

sxaddpar,hdr,’DEC’, dec_str, ’DEC’

sxaddpar,hdr,’RA-DEG’, ra, ’RA, decimal degrees’

sxaddpar,hdr,’DEC-DEG’, dec, ’DEC, decimal degrees’

sxaddpar,hdr,’ALTITUDE’, alt, ’Midpoint altitude’

sxaddpar,hdr,’AZIMUTH’, az, ’Midpoint azimuth’

sxaddpar,hdr,’AIRMASS’, airmass, ’Midpoint airmass’
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; Write output file

writefits, directory + rootnames[i] + ’.fits’, data, hdr

; Add to master image

master = master + data

endfor

; Write master image using original header of first image

writefits, masterimage, master / float(n), hdr0

print,’Time per image = ’,(systime(/seconds)-reftime)/float(n)

end

After running this part of the code, examine the master image in an

display program such as ds9. The stars will likely have trails since this is the

summation of all the object images. Hopefully, the trails are not large. If the

trails extend for large distances, the object images may have to divided into

smaller groups and run through the rest of the pipeline separately. Generally,

the pipeline works fine if the pixel shifting is not more than about 50 pixels.

Find the target on the master image and note the X and Y pixel values center

of the shifting and/or where the majority of the flux is. Find in the reduced
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images an image with good seeing and has the target near the noted X,Y pixel

values. Copy this image to “template.fits”. In a text file, “template.coo”, list

the X,Y pixel coordinates of the target star in the template image and the

pixel coordinates of at least two comparison stars.

The second part of the pipeline is light curve.pro. The directory is

the same directory as in reduce.pro. The ‘template image’ and ‘template co-

ords’ are the complete path name for the template image and pixel coordinate

list. The image list is the same as in reduce.pro. The ‘lc file’ is a multidi-

mensional fits file containing the output for the aperture photometry for each

of the specified apertures. The ‘extname’ should be modified for the number

of comparison stars. The remaining parameters may have to be adjusted if

light curve.pro does not run cleanly. The max offset is the maximum shift

in pixels of the target from the template coordinates. The sky annulus defines

a ring in pixels around the target to determine the sky flux. This annulus

should not contain any nearby stars. This version of the code also creates the

files “gauss pars” and “prof flag” in the directory where the code is running.

If there is an error in the Gaussian fit, one or more status flags will be set to

1 instead of 0. These two files contain a print out of the status flags.

pro argos_light curve

reftime = systime(/seconds)
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; DEFINE PARAMETERS

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

directory = ’/data2/pisces/baylessa/V1408Aql_red/09sept25/’

; Define template image and coordinates

template_image = directory + ’template.fits’

template_coords = directory + ’template.coo’

; Define input image list

imagelist = directory + ’images.lis’

; Define output light curve file

lc_file = directory + ’V1408Aql_lc.fits’

; Star extension names.

; Must include at least as many entries as

; coordinate file

extname = [’TARGET’,’STAR1’,’STAR2’]

; Maximum offset between frames

;max_offset = 50.0
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; Maximum shift of star relative to

;template after cross-correlation correction

max_cenerr = 10.0

; Size of region to use in fitting profiles - +/- grange, box

; Should not overlap stars of comparable or greater brightness

grange = 9

; Gain - measurements from n9 calibrations

;rdnoise = 8.56

gain = 2.22

; Apertures

n_aper = 13

min_aper = 2.0

d_aper = 0.5

; Sky annulus

sky_in = 7.0

sky_out = 14.0

; Bad pixel values

min_good = -100.0
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max_good = 80000.0

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; DO INITIAL PROCESSING

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; Define apertures

ap_vals = findgen(n_aper) * d_aper + min_aper

; Read in image list

readcol, imagelist, rootnames, format = ’(A)’

n = n_elements(rootnames)

; Read in template info

template_data = readfits(template_image)

rdfloat, template_coords, ref_x, ref_y

n_star = n_elements(ref_x)

template_data[0:50,300:425] = median(template_data)

; Coordinate grids

x_axis = findgen(510)

y_axis = findgen(510)
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; Compressed template profiles

xprofile0 = reform(rebin(template_data, 510, 1))

yprofile0 = reform(rebin(template_data, 1, 510))

; Offsets for cross-correlation

offset = findgen(max_offset*2+1) - max_offset

; Shifts

x_shift = fltarr(n)

y_shift = fltarr(n)

; Profile parameters from Gaussian fits

prof_cenx = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_ceny = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_cenerr = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_sigma1 = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_sigma2 = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_theta = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_sky = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_norm = fltarr(n_star, n)

prof_flag = intarr(n_star, n)
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; Definitive positions

def_cenx = fltarr(n_star, n)

def_ceny = fltarr(n_star, n)

; Photometry results

phot_flux = fltarr(n_star, n, n_aper)

phot_error = fltarr(n_star, n, n_aper)

phot_sky = fltarr(n_star, n)

phot_skyerr = fltarr(n_star, n)

; Timing information

ut = dblarr(n)

jd = dblarr(n)

hjd = dblarr(n)

; Data quality information

biaserr = fltarr(n)

altitude = fltarr(n)

azimuth = fltarr(n)

airmass = fltarr(n)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; CALCULATE INITIAL SHIFTS AND COORDINATES
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

plotsym, 0, /fill

get_lun, unit1

openw, unit1, ’gauss_pars.dat’

for i=0,n-1 do begin

; Read in image

print, ’Reading image ’ + rootnames[i] + ’...’

data = readfits(directory + rootnames[i] + ’.fits’, hdr)

;wait, 1

data[0:50,300:425] = median(data)

; Get timing and data quality information

ut[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’UT-SEC’)

jd[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’JD’)

hjd[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’HJD’)

biaserr[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’BIASERR’)

altitude[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’ALTITUDE’)

azimuth[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’AZIMUTH’)

airmass[i] = sxpar(hdr, ’AIRMASS’)
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; Create compressed profiles

xprofile = reform(rebin(data, 510, 1))

yprofile = reform(rebin(data, 1, 510))

; Calculate cross-correlations

xccf = c_correlate(xprofile0, xprofile, offset)

yccf = c_correlate(yprofile0, yprofile, offset)

; Calculate approximate offset

xind0 = where(xccf eq max(xccf))

yind0 = where(yccf eq max(yccf))

; Window around peak

xgrid = offset[xind0-2:xind0+2]

xval = xccf[xind0-2:xind0+2]

ygrid = offset[yind0-2:yind0+2]

yval = yccf[yind0-2:yind0+2]

; Interpolate to find maximum -

;also tried fitting quadratic and Gaussian

xgrid_fit = findgen(501) * 0.01 + (offset[xind0-3])[0]

xval_fit2 = interpol(xval, xgrid, xgrid_fit, /quadratic)
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x_shift[i] = xgrid_fit[where(xval_fit2 eq max(xval_fit2))]

ygrid_fit = findgen(701) * 0.01 + (offset[yind0-3])[0]

yval_fit2 = interpol(yval, ygrid, ygrid_fit, /quadratic)

y_shift[i] = ygrid_fit[where(yval_fit2 eq max(yval_fit2))]

; Find profile of each star

for j=0,n_star-1 do begin

; Estimate of stellar position, exact and nearest pixel

star_x = ref_x[j] + x_shift[i]

star_y = ref_y[j] + y_shift[i]

ix = fix(star_x+0.5)

iy = fix(star_y+0.5)

; Select section around the star

x1 = ix - grange

x2 = ix + grange

y1 = iy - grange

y2 = iy + grange

if x1 lt 0 then begin

x2 = x2 - x1
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x1 = 0

endif

if x2 gt 509 then begin

x1 = x1 + 509 - x2

x2 = 509

endif

if y1 lt 0 then begin

y2 = y2 - y1

y1 = 0

endif

if y2 gt 509 then begin

y1 = y1 + 509 - y2

y2 = 509

endif

star_window = data[x1:x2,y1:y2]

; Fit 2D gaussian and save parameters - could use Craig

; Markwardt’s MPFIT routines but these would be slower

fit = gauss2dfit(star_window, gauss_pars, $

x_axis[x1:x2], $

y_axis[y1:y2], /tilt)
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prof_cenx[j,i] = gauss_pars[4]

prof_ceny[j,i] = gauss_pars[5]

prof_sigma1[j,i] = gauss_pars[2]

prof_sigma2[j,i] = gauss_pars[3]

prof_theta[j,i] = gauss_pars[6]

prof_sky[j,i] = gauss_pars[0]

prof_norm[j,i] = gauss_pars[1]

prof_cenerr[j,i] = sqrt( (gauss_pars[4] - star_x)ˆ2 $

+ (gauss_pars[5] - star_y)ˆ2 )

printf,unit1,j,i

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[4] =’,gauss_pars[4]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[5] =’,gauss_pars[5]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[2] =’,gauss_pars[2]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[3] =’,gauss_pars[3]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[6] =’,gauss_pars[6]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[0] =’,gauss_pars[0]

printf, unit1,’gauss_pars[1] =’,gauss_pars[1]

printf, unit1,’prof_cenerr[j,i] =’,prof_cenerr[j,i]

printf, unit1, ’ ’
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; Check for bad fits

; Bad FWHM

if gauss_pars[2] le 0.0 or gauss_pars[2] $

ge 100.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

if gauss_pars[3] le 0.0 or gauss_pars[3] $

ge 100.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

; Star at edge of window

if gauss_pars[4] - x_axis[x1] $

lt 2.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

if x_axis[x2] - gauss_pars[4] $

lt 2.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

if gauss_pars[5] - y_axis[y1] $

lt 2.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

if y_axis[y2] - gauss_pars[5] $

lt 2.0 then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

; Large shift

if prof_cenerr[j,i] gt max_cenerr $

then prof_flag[j,i] = 1

endfor

endfor
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close, unit1

free_lun, unit1

get_lun, unit2

openw, unit2, ’prof_flag.dat’

printf, unit2, prof_flag

close, unit2

free_lun, unit2

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; REFINE POSITIONS TO USE AVERAGES AFTER REMOVING SHIFT

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

for j=0,n_star-1 do begin

; Transform star centers back into template reference frame

new_cenx = prof_cenx[j,*] - x_shift

new_ceny = prof_ceny[j,*] - y_shift

; Filter out bad fits

ind = where(prof_flag[j,*] eq 0)

new_cenx = new_cenx[ind]

new_ceny = new_ceny[ind]
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; Average center positions and

; transform back into image frames

def_cenx[j,*] = avg(new_cenx) + x_shift

def_ceny[j,*] = avg(new_ceny) + y_shift

; Output old and new positions and rms

print, ref_x[j], avg(new_cenx), stdev(new_cenx)

print, ref_y[j], avg(new_ceny), stdev(new_ceny)

endfor

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; DO APERTURE PHOTOMETRY

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;get_lun, unit3

;openw, unit3,’aper.dat’

for i=0,n-1 do begin

; Read in image

print, ’Reading image ’ + rootnames[i] + ’...’

data = readfits(directory + rootnames[i] + ’.fits’, hdr)
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; Do aperture photometry of each star

for j=0,n_star-1 do begin

aper, data, def_cenx[j,i], $

def_ceny[j,i], mags, errap, sky, skyerr, $

gain, ap_vals, [sky_in,sky_out], $

[min_good,max_good],/flux,/silent

phot_flux[j,i,*] = mags

phot_error[j,i,*] = errap

phot_sky[j,i,*] = sky

phot_skyerr[j,i,*] = skyerr

; printf, unit3, ’image number: ’,i+1

; printf, unit3, ’x=’,def_cenx[j,i], ’ y=’,def_ceny[j,i]

; printf, unit3, FORMAT=’("flux=", F8.2, " +- ", F8.2)’, $

; phot_flux[j,i,*],phot_error[j,i,*]

; printf, unit3, FORMAT=’("sky=", F8.2, " +- ", F8.2)’, $

; phot_sky[j,i,*],phot_skyerr[j,i,*]

endfor

endfor

;close, unit3
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;free_lun, unit3

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; CREATE OUTPUT PHOTOMETRY FILE

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; Create primary HDU header

fxhmake, header, /initialize, /extend, /date

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’RUN’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’OBJECT’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’EXPTIME’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’FILTER’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’OBSERVER’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’OBSERVAT’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’TELESCOP’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’PROGRAM’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’INSTRUME’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’RA’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’DEC’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’RA-DEG’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’DEC-DEG’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’DARKFILE’

fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’FLATFILE’
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fits_hdr_cpy, hdr, header, ’ILLFILE’

fxaddpar, header, ’N_APER’, $

n_aper, ’Number of apertures used’

fxaddpar, header, ’MIN_APER’, $

min_aper, ’Smallest aperture size’

fxaddpar, header, ’D_APER’, $

d_aper, ’Aperture size step’

fxaddpar, header, ’SKY_IN’, $

sky_in, ’Inner radius of sky annulus’

fxaddpar, header, ’SKY_OUT’, $

sky_out, ’Outer radius of sky annulus’

fxaddpar, header, ’N_STAR’, $

n_star, ’Number of stars extracted’

; Write primary HDU to file

fxwrite, lc_file, header

; Create global extension header

fxbhmake, hdr1, n, ’GENERIC’

fxbaddcol, ut_col, hdr1, $

ut[0], ’UT’, ’UT, seconds after midnight’
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fxbaddcol, jd_col, hdr1, $

jd[0], ’JD’, ’Julian Date’

fxbaddcol, hjd_col, hdr1, $

hjd[0], ’HJD’, ’Heliocentric Julian Date’

fxbaddcol, bias_col, hdr1, $

biaserr[0], ’BIASERR’, ’Bias correction’

fxbaddcol, alt_col, hdr1, $

altitude[0], ’ALTITUDE’, ’Altitude of target’

fxbaddcol, az_col, hdr1, $

azimuth[0], ’AZIMUTH’, ’Azimuth of target’

fxbaddcol, am_col, hdr1, $

airmass[0], ’AIRMASS’, ’Airmass’

fxbaddcol, dx_col, hdr1, $

x_shift[0], ’X_OFFSET’, ’Offset in x relative to template’

fxbaddcol, dy_col, hdr1, $

y_shift[0], ’Y_OFFSET’, ’Offset in y relative to template’

fxbcreate, unit, lc_file, hdr1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, ut[i], ut_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, jd[i], jd_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, hjd[i], hjd_col, i+1
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for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, biaserr[i], bias_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, altitude[i], alt_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, azimuth[i], az_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, airmass[i], am_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, x_shift[i], dx_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, y_shift[i], dy_col, i+1

fxbfinish, unit

; Create star extensions

for j=0,n_star-1 do begin

; Create LC extension header

fxbhmake, hdr1, n, extname[j]

fxbaddcol, f_col, hdr1, $

reform(phot_flux[j,0,*]), ’FLUX’, ’Recorded ADUs’

fxbaddcol, e_col, hdr1, $

reform(phot_error[j,0,*]), ’ERROR’, ’Recorded ADUs’

fxbaddcol, sf_col, hdr1, $

phot_sky[j,0], ’SKY_FLUX’, ’Recorded ADUs’

fxbaddcol, se_col, hdr1, $

phot_skyerr[j,0], ’SKY_ERR’, ’Recorded ADUs’
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fxbaddcol, px_col, hdr1, $

prof_cenx[j,0], ’FIT_X’, ’Fitted x coordinate’

fxbaddcol, py_col, hdr1, $

prof_ceny[j,0], ’FIT_Y’, ’Fitted y coordinate’

fxbaddcol, perr_col, hdr1, $

prof_cenerr[j,0], ’FIT_ERR’, $

’Fitted position offset from reference’

fxbaddcol, psigma1_col, hdr1, $

prof_sigma1[j,0], ’FIT_SIG1’, ’Fitted sigma 1’

fxbaddcol, psigma2_col, hdr1, $

prof_sigma2[j,0], ’FIT_SIG2’, ’Fitted sigma 2’

fxbaddcol, ptheta_col, hdr1, $

prof_theta[j,0], ’FIT_ANG’, ’Fitted orientation’

fxbaddcol, psky_col, hdr1, $

prof_sky[j,0], ’FIT_SKY’, ’Fitted sky’

fxbaddcol, pnorm_col, hdr1, $

prof_norm[j,0], ’FIT_NORM’, ’Fitted normalization’

fxbaddcol, pflag_col, hdr1, $

prof_flag[j,0], ’FIT_FLAG’, ’Fit status’

fxbcreate, unit, lc_file, hdr1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $
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reform(phot_flux[j,i,*]), f_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

reform(phot_error[j,i,*]), e_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

phot_sky[j,i], sf_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

phot_skyerr[j,i], se_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_cenx[j,i], px_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_ceny[j,i], py_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_cenerr[j,i], perr_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_sigma1[j,i], psigma1_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_sigma2[j,i], psigma2_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_theta[j,i], ptheta_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_sky[j,i], psky_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $
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prof_norm[j,i], pnorm_col, i+1

for i=0,n-1 do fxbwrite, unit, $

prof_flag[j,i], pflag_col, i+1

fxbfinish, unit

endfor

print, ’Time per image = ’, $

(systime(/seconds) - reftime) / float(n)

end

The third part of the code is stat.pro. The directory is the same

directory. The datafile is the full path name for the mulitdimentional fits file

created in light curve.pro. ‘timeser’ is the path name and file for the output

differential photometry time series. ‘complc’ is the summed light curve of the

companion stars in time. In perfect weather and with perfectly constant stars,

this would be flat with time. Realistically, this is better used as an indicator

of periods of bad seeing and clouds in the data. ‘gti’ should be the range of

times of observations in MJD, but in practice setting extreme values causes

the code to run with fewer errors without a loss of accuracy.

The index number of the stars, the flux, and error on flux are defined

as in, fn, and en respectively. i1, f1, and e1 are always the index, flux, and
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error of the target star. i2, i3, ... in, f2, f3, ... fn, and e2, e3, ... en are the

indexes, fluxes, and errors on the comparison stars. If there are more than 2

comparison stars, additional in, fn, and en will need to be added in the pattern

set by the code.

The program should be run once for every aperture by specifying the

column in the multidimentional fits file to examine. The program calculates

the signal–to–noise for each aperture. The aperture with the best signal–to–

noise should be the aperture used and saved to the time series file.

pro argos_stat, col

directory = ’/data2/pisces/baylessa/V1408Aql_red/09june27/’

; Define light curve files

datafile = directory + ’V1408Aql_lc.fits’

;Timeseries file

timeser = ’/home/grad67/baylessa/V1408Aql/code/09june27time.dat’

;Comparison Star LC

complc = ’compstarLC_09june27.dat’

; Define good time intervals for statistics
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gti = [0.0,86400.0]

;gti = [32000.0,40000.0]

;gti = [34500.0,35500.0]

;gti = [40000.0,42000.0]

; Define stars to compare

i1 = 1

i2 = 2

i3 = 3

; Define good differential flux values

mingood = 0.1

maxgood = 10.0

; Extract the global header

data00 = readfits(datafile, hdr00, exten = 0, /SILENT)

; Extract aperture information

min_aper = sxpar(hdr00, ’min_aper’)

d_aper = sxpar(hdr00, ’d_aper’)

n_aper = sxpar(hdr00, ’n_aper’)

aper_radius = min_aper + d_aper * col

print, format = $

’(" aperture radius (pix) = ", f5.2)’, aper_radius
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; Read the master data and light curve for each star

data0 = readfits(datafile, hdr0, exten = 1)

data1 = readfits(datafile, hdr1, exten = i1+1)

data2 = readfits(datafile, hdr2, exten = i2+1)

data3 = readfits(datafile, hdr3, exten = i3+1)

; Extract times

t = tbget(hdr0, data0, ’hjd’,/NOSCALE)

; Extract fluxes and errors

f1 = tbget(hdr1, data1, ’flux’)

e1 = tbget(hdr1, data1, ’error’)

f2 = tbget(hdr2, data2, ’flux’)

e2 = tbget(hdr2, data2, ’error’)

f3 = tbget(hdr2, data3, ’flux’)

e3 = tbget(hdr2, data3, ’error’)

; Filter times by GTI

ind = where(t ge gti[0] and t le gti[1])

t = t[ind]

npoints=n_elements(t)
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; Filter fluxes and errors by column and GTI

f1 = f1[col,ind]

e1 = e1[col,ind]

f2 = f2[col,ind]

e2 = e2[col,ind]

f3 = f3[col,ind]

e3 = e3[col,ind]

; Compare flux levels of the two stars

;print, median(f1), median(f2)

print, format = ’(" median flux of star ", $

i1, " = ", e11.4)’, i1, median(f1)

print, format = ’(" median flux of star ", $

i2, " = ", e11.4)’, i2, median(f2)

print, format = ’(" median flux of star ", $

i3, " = ", e11.4)’, i3, median(f3)

;Average Comparison Stars

;if (numstar eq 3) then begin

; ef = 1.0 / ((1.0/e2ˆ2) + (1.0/e3ˆ2) + (1.0/e4ˆ2))

; f = (f2/e2ˆ2 + f3/e3ˆ2 + f4/e4ˆ2) * ef

; ef = sqrt(ef)
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;endif

;

;if (numstar eq 2) then begin

f = f2 + f3

ef = e2ˆ2 + e3ˆ2

ef = sqrt(ef)

;endif

;

;if (numstar eq 1) then begin

; f = f3

; ef = e3

;endif

; Calculate normalised differential light curve

df = f1 / f

mediandf = median(df)

;df = df / mediandf

medf = median(f)

fnorm = f/medf

; Calculate fractional error on differential light curve
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e = (e1/f1)ˆ2 + (ef/f)ˆ2

e = e * dfˆ2

e = sqrt(e)

; Plot light curve

plotsym, 0, /fill

plot, t, df, psym = -8, symsize = 0.5, yrange = [0.0,0.06]

; Filter bad points

ind = where(df ge mingood and df le maxgood)

; Output light curve statistics

print, ’S/N = ’,(median(df)/median(e))

get_lun, unit

get_lun, unit1

openw, unit, timeser

openw, unit1, complc

for i=0, npoints-1 do begin

if df[i] gt 0.0 then printf, unit, t[i]-54000.0, $

df[i], e[i], i, format=’(f19.7,f17.5,f17.5,i6)’
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;Print comparison star LC for seeing

if f[i] gt 0.0 then printf, unit1, t[i]-54000.0, $

fnorm[i], ef[i], i, format=’(f19.7,f17.5,f17.5,i6)’

endfor

close, unit

close, unit1

free_lun, unit

free_lun, unit1

end
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Appendix B

IDL program for �2 Minimization of XRbinary

Models

B.1 Grid Search Fitting

The following IDL code creates a series of parameter files to be read by

XRbinary V2.1, developed by E. L. Robinson, and grid searches in �2 space

over two parameters at a time. The �2 value of each model as calculated by

XRbinary is stored in an array. This is a coarse determination of a model fit

to determine a good first guess for the amoeba program in the next section. In

the example here, the two parameters are the height of the ADC (Hadc) and

the disk height (H). To grid search over another parameter, set a fixed value

for Hadc, if used, and H. Then, define the desired parameters as an array of

values to model.

pro XRB_GRID

; Orbital period

Porb = 0.232108641

;Inclination
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incl = 80.5

;Mass ratio

q = 0.29774486

;Star 2 Albedo

S2A = 1.0

;Mass of NS/BH

M1 = 1.35

; Disk inner and outer radii

amin = 0.02

amax = 0.43

; Can keep this fixed

T2 = 4000.0

;Mass Fraction

fm = 0.0203

;Phase shift

shift = 0.003
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; X-ray luminosity,

Lx = 1.0d38

;ADC luminosity

Ladc = 7.0d36

;Disk Power

Hpow = 1.3

;Disk Temperature

Tdisk = 5500.0

;Disk Power

Tpow = 0.0

;NEED FOR LOOPS

factor = 0.0

;mass_ratio = 0.299-FINDGEN(33)*0.0001

;incl = findgen(33)*0.0

;SET INCLINATION BASED ON q, M1, AND fm

;for k = 0,n_elements(incl)-1 do begin
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; q = mass_ratio(k)

; incl(k) = (asin(((1.0+q)ˆ2/qˆ3*fm/M1)ˆ(1./3.))) $

; *(180./3.141592)

;endfor

H = 0.02+findgen(40)*0.001

Hadc = 0.02+findgen(60)*0.001

endchi = findgen(n_elements(Hadc)*n_elements(H))

endHadc = findgen(n_elements(Hadc)*n_elements(H))

endH = findgen(n_elements(Hadc)*n_elements(H))

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

for beer = 0,n_elements(Hadc)-1 do begin

for rum = 0,n_elements(H)-1 do begin

;ALWAYS INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF BEER AND RUM!

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

get_lun, unit

openw, unit, ’ADC_UV’

printf, unit, ’VERBOSE= ON’

printf, unit, ’DIAGNOSTICS= OFF 0.25 R’

printf, unit, ’ ’
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printf, unit, ’STAR1= OFF’

printf, unit, ’STAR2= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISK= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIM= OFF’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUS= OFF’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISK= OFF’

printf, unit, ’DISKSPOTS= OFF’

printf, unit, ’THIRDLIGHT= OFF’

printf, unit, ’ADC= ON’

printf, unit, ’IRRADIATION= ON’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PHASES= 0.0 1.0 0.01’

printf, unit, ’PHASEOFFSET=’, shift

printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

printf, unit, ’NORMALIZE= FITDATA SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

;printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= FILTER B’

;printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= FILTER V’

;printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= FILTER J’

;printf, unit, ’NORMALIZE= MAXVALUE 1.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PERIOD=’, Porb

printf, unit, ’M1=’, M1

;printf, unit, ’MASSRATIO=’, mass_ratio(beer)
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;printf, unit, ’INCLINATION=’, incl(beer)

printf, unit, ’MASSRATIO=’, q

printf, unit, ’INCLINATION=’, incl

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR1LUM=’, Lx

printf, unit, ’STAR1TEMP= 1.0e6’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TILES= 5000’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TEMP=’, T2

printf, unit, ’STAR2ALBEDO= ’,S2A

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTILES= 5000’

printf, unit, ’DISKE= 0.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKZETAZERO= 30.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKALBEDO= 1.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKA=’, amin, amax

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKH=’, H(rum), Hpow

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKT=’, Tdisk, Tpow

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKEDGET=’, Tdisk, Tdisk, 110.0, 20.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISKL= 1.5e36’
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printf, unit, ’INNERDISKT= 3.0e5’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMAWIDTH= 0.02’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= SINUSOID 0.07 0.07 220.0

5000.0 5000.0 220.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAZERO= 0.13’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAWIDTH= 0.04’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSPARS= SINUSOID 0.07 0.0 220.0

15000.0 5000.0 220.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’ADCLUM=’,Ladc

printf, unit, ’ADCHEIGHT=’,Hadc(beer)

printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTPHASE= 0.25’

;printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTFRACTION= FILTER B 0.0’

;printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTFRACTION= FILTER V 0.0’

;printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTFRACTION= FILTER J 0.0’

printf, unit, ’READDATA= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0 Uphasebin.dat’

printf, unit, ’END’

close, unit

close,/all

free_lun, unit
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spawn, ’./XRbinaryV2.1.exe ADC_UV’

readcol,’ADC_UV.LC’,string,equ,chisqu, $

FORMAT=’A5,A1,F’,skipline=1,numline=1

factor = beer*n_elements(H)+rum

endchi(factor) = chisqu

endHadc(factor) = Hadc(beer)

endH(factor) = H(rum)

readcol,’ADC_UV.LC’,phase,flux,normflux, $

Format=’F,F,F’,skipline=5

readcol,’Uphasebin.dat’,inphase,influx,inerror, $

FORMAT=’F,F,F’

plot,phase,normflux,XRANGE=[0.0,1.0], $

YRANGE=[0.0,2.0E-11],xs=1,ys=1

plot,inphase,influx,psym=6,/NOERASE, $

XRANGE=[0.0,1.0],YRANGE=[0.0,2.0E-11],xs=1,ys=1

XYOUTS,400,100,chisqu,/DEVICE
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print, ’ADC h = ’,endHadc(factor)

print, ’disk h = ’,endH(factor)

print, ’CHIˆ2 = ’,endchi(factor)

endfor

endfor

get_lun,unit1

openw,unit1,’contour.ADC.chi’

for k = 0,factor do begin

printf,unit1,endH(k),endHadc(k),endchi(k)

endfor

close,unit1

close,/all

free_lun,unit1

end

B.2 Simplex Fitting

This IDL code, originally developed by R. Hynes, is a wrapper program

for the LMXB light curve modeling code XRbinary V2.1. It calls XRbinary via

the function ‘spawn’. It performs a �2 minimization by the function ‘amoeba’,
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which is a downhill simplex routine (Nelder & Mead, 1965). The function calc

chi2 creates a parameter file that is read by XRbinary to create a synthetic

light curve. XRbinary calculates the �2 of the model fit to the input light

curve. This value output to the ‘.LC’ file and read by the IDL wrapper. The

parameters are set in the main program and require an initial guess that is

near the �2 minimum. The parameters to fit are specified in the array ‘p’ and

the range to search over is ‘dp’, as explained in the IDL manual. While the

wrapper has been tested for fitting up to twelve parameters successfully, it can

easily become stuck in a local �2 minimum. Thus, the grid searching in the

prior section is vitally important and amoeba should only be used to fine tune

the best fit. Also, amoeba does not work well with large numbers, e.g. fitting

the X-ray luminosity 1037 − 1038 erg s−1. The solution is to fit over to log

of these numbers instead, making the variable in the parameter file 10ˆp[0].

A lengthy ‘if’ block is also useful in keeping the program running smoothly.

If the ‘amoeba’ chooses an unrealistic value, as defined in the ‘if’ block, the

default �2 value is 1010, ensuring that this model is not used.

function calc_chi2, p

s2a = p[0]

q = 0.29677495

TorT = 10ˆp[1]

Tora = p[2]
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TorR = p[3]

TorH = p[4]

H1 = p[5]

H2 = p[6]

H3 = p[7]

H4 = p[8]

H5 = p[9]

H6 = p[9]

H7 = p[9]

H8 = p[9]

H9 = p[9]

H10 = p[10]

H11 = p[11]

H12 = p[12]

Tdisk = 150000.0

angle1 = 0.0

angle2 = 30.0

angle3 = 60.0

angle4 = 90.0

angle5 = 120.0
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angle6 = 150.0

angle7 = 175.0

angle8 = 180.0

angle9 = 195.0

angle10 = 270.0

angle11 = 300.0

angle12 = 330.0

if s2a lt 0.5 or s2a gt 1.0 or H1 gt 0.1 or $

H2 gt 0.1 or H3 gt 0.1 or H4 gt 0.1 or $

H5 gt 0.1 or H6 gt 0.1 or H7 gt 0.1 or $

H8 gt 0.1 or H9 gt 0.1 or H10 gt 0.1 or $

H11 gt 0.1 or H12 gt 0.1 or H1 lt 0.0 or $

H2 lt 0.0 or H3 lt 0.0 or H4 lt 0.0 or $

H5 lt 0.0 or H6 lt 0.0 or H7 lt 0.0 or $

H8 lt 0.0 or H9 lt 0.0 or H10 lt 0.0 or $

H11 lt 0.0 or H12 lt 0.0 or $

q lt 0.293 or angle9 lt 180.0 $

then return, 1d10

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; Constants
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G = 6.67259d-11

Msun = 1.9891d30

c = 2.9979d8

sigma = 5.67051d-8

pi = 3.1415926535

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

Tedge = 3000.0

fm = 0.0203

Mx = 1.35

incl = asin(((1./qˆ3 + 2./qˆ2 + 1./q)*fm/Mx)ˆ(1./3.))

incl = incl * 180./pi

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

get_lun, unit

openw, unit, ’ADC.UV82’

printf, unit, ’VERBOSE= ON’

printf, unit, ’DIAGNOSTICS= OFF 0.25 R’

printf, unit, ’ ’
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printf, unit, ’STAR1= ON’

printf, unit, ’STAR2= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISK= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIM= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUS= ON’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISK= OFF’

printf, unit, ’DISKSPOTS= OFF’

printf, unit, ’THIRDLIGHT= OFF’

printf, unit, ’ADC= OFF’

printf, unit, ’IRRADIATION= ON’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PHASES= 0.0 1.0 0.01’

printf, unit, ’PHASEOFFSET= 0.003’

printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

;printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= FILTER V’

;printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= FILTER J’

;printf, unit, ’NORMALIZE= MAXVALUE 1.0’

printf, unit, ’NORMALIZE= FITDATA SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PERIOD= 0.232109’

printf, unit, ’M1= ’,Mx

printf, unit, ’MASSRATIO= ’,q

printf, unit, ’INCLINATION= ’, incl
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printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR1LUM= 1.0000000e+38’

printf, unit, ’STAR1TEMP= 1.0e6’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TILES= 10000’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TEMP= 4000.0’

printf, unit, ’STAR2ALBEDO= ’, s2a

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTILES= 20000’

printf, unit, ’DISKE= 0.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKZETAZERO= 30.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKALBEDO= 1.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKA=’, 0.01, 0.4

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKH=’, 0.001, 1.1

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKT=’, Tdisk, 0.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKEDGET=’, Tedge, Tedge, 110.0, 20.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISKL= 1.5e36’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISKT= 3.0e5’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMAWIDTH= 0.01000’
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printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle1, H1, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle2, H2, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle3, H3, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle4, H4, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle5, H5, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle6, H6, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle7, H7, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle8, H8, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle9, H9, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle10,H10,3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle11,H11,3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle12,H12,3000.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAZERO= ’,Tora

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAWIDTH= ’,TorR

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSPARS= SINUSOID ’, TorH, TorH, $

220.0, TorT, TorT, 220.0, $

format = ’(A,F6.3,F6.3,F6.1,F9.1,F9.1,F6.1 )’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTPHASE= 0.25’

printf, unit, ’READDATA= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0 Uphasebin.dat’

printf, unit, ’END’
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close, unit

free_lun, unit

;spawn, ’./XRbinary.exe > /dev/null’

spawn, ’./XRbinaryV2.1.exe ADC.UV82’

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

readcol,’ADC.UV82.LC’,string,equ,chi2,$

FORMAT=’A5,A1,F’,skipline=1,numline=1

readcol,’ADC.UV82.LC’,phase,flux,normflux,$

Format=’F,F,F’,skipline=5

readcol,’Uphasebin.dat’,inphase,influx,inerror,FORMAT=’F,F,F’

maxF=max(influx)+0.2e-14

plot,phase,normflux,XRANGE=[0.0,2.0],YRANGE=[0.0,maxF]

oplot,phase+1.0,normflux

oploterror, inphase, influx, inerror, /NOHAT, psym = 2

oploterror, inphase+1.0, influx, inerror, /NOHAT, psym = 2

print, [p, chi2]
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return, chi2

end

pro xrb_amoeba2

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; Parameters to be optimized

; Albedo of the secondary star.

s2a = 0.807037

; Test hieght of the disk rim.

H1 = 0.0128736

H2 = 0.0451773

H3 = 0.0442640

H4 = 0.0520784

H5 = 0.0659576

H10 =0.0619058

H11 =0.0174475

H12 =0.0192845

; test angle.

;angle9 = 190.
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; mass ratio

;q = 0.297054

Tora = 0.163588

TorR = 0.250818

TorH = 0.205051

TorT = 150000.0

TorT = alog10(TorT)

p0 = [s2a, TorT, Tora, TorR, TorH, $

H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H10, H11, H12]

dp = [0.50, 0.3, 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, $

0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, $

0.05,0.05,0.05]

p = amoeba(0.0001, function_name = ’calc_chi2’, $

p0 = p0, scale = dp)

print, p

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; REWRITE THE BEST MODEL PARFILE FOR TESTING.

s2a = p[0]
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;q = 0.297080

q = 0.29677495

TorT = 10ˆp[1]

Tora = p[2]

TorR = p[3]

TorH = p[4]

H1 = p[5]

H2 = p[6]

H3 = p[7]

H4 = p[8]

H5 = p[9]

H6 = p[9]

H7 = p[9]

H8 = p[9]

H9 = p[9]

H10 = p[10]

H11 = p[11]

H12 = p[12]

Tdisk = 150000.0
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angle1 = 0.0

angle2 = 30.0

angle3 = 60.0

angle4 = 90.0

angle5 = 120.0

angle6 = 150.0

angle7 = 175.0

angle8 = 180.0

angle9 = 195.0

angle10 = 270.0

angle11 = 300.0

angle12 = 330.0

; Constants

G = 6.67259d-11

Msun = 1.9891d30

c = 2.9979d8

sigma = 5.67051d-8

pi = 3.1415926535

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

Tedge = 3000.0
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fm = 0.0203

Mx = 1.35

incl = asin(((1./qˆ3 + 2./qˆ2 + 1./q)*fm/Mx)ˆ(1./3.))

incl = incl * 180./pi

get_lun, unit

openw, unit, ’ADC.UV82’

printf, unit, ’VERBOSE= ON’

printf, unit, ’DIAGNOSTICS= OFF 0.25 R’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR1= ON’

printf, unit, ’STAR2= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISK= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIM= ON’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUS= ON’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISK= OFF’

printf, unit, ’DISKSPOTS= OFF’

printf, unit, ’THIRDLIGHT= OFF’

printf, unit, ’ADC= OFF’

printf, unit, ’IRRADIATION= ON’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PHASES= -0.50 1.0 0.01’
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printf, unit, ’PHASEOFFSET= 0.003’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= PHASEOFFSET= -0.02’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’BANDPASS= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

printf, unit, ’NORMALIZE= FITDATA SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= BANDPASS= FILTER V’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= NORMALIZE= FITDATA V’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= BANDPASS= FILTER J’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= NORMALIZE= FITDATA J’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’PERIOD= 0.232109’

printf, unit, ’M1= ’,Mx

printf, unit, ’MASSRATIO= ’,q

printf, unit, ’INCLINATION= ’, incl

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR1LUM= 1.0000000e+38’

printf, unit, ’STAR1TEMP= 1.0e6’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TILES= 10000’

printf, unit, ’STAR2TEMP= 4000.0’

printf, unit, ’STAR2ALBEDO= ’, s2a

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTILES= 20000’
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printf, unit, ’DISKE= 0.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKZETAZERO= 30.0’

printf, unit, ’DISKALBEDO= 1.0’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKA=’, 0.01, 0.4

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKH=’, 0.001, 1.1

printf, unit, ’MAINDISKT=’, Tdisk, 0.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKEDGET=’, Tedge, Tedge, 110.0, 20.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISKL= 1.5e36’

printf, unit, ’INNERDISKT= 3.0e5’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMAWIDTH= 0.01000’

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle1, H1, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle2, H2, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle3, H3, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle4, H4, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle5, H5, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle6, H6, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle7, H7, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle8, H8, 3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle9, H9, 3000.0
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printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle10,H10,3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle11,H11,3000.0

printf, unit, ’DISKRIMPARS= POINT’, angle12,H12,3000.0

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAZERO= ’,Tora

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSAWIDTH= ’,TorR

printf, unit, ’DISKTORUSPARS= SINUSOID ’,TorH, TorH, $

220.0, TorT, TorT, 220.0, $

format = ’(A,F6.3,F6.3,F6.1,F9.1,F9.1,F6.1 )’

printf, unit, ’ ’

printf, unit, ’3rdLIGHTPHASE= 0.25’

printf, unit, ’READDATA= SQUARE 1222.0 1900.0 Uphasebin.dat’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= READDATA= FILTER V V2006flickbin.dat’

printf, unit, ’COMMENT= READDATA= FILTER J J2006flick.dat’

printf, unit, ’END’

close, unit

free_lun, unit

end
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